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coordinated! action! of! many! conserved! autophagy! related! (ATG)! proteins.! The! two!
ubiquitinOlike! (UBL)! conjugation! systems,! play! essential! roles! in! the! final! stages! of!
autophagosome! biogenesis;! specifically,! during! autophagosome! shaping,! elongation!
and!closure.!However,! the!exact!molecular!mechanisms! that!govern! these!processes!
are! unclear.! To! provide! further! insight! into! the! molecules! that! regulate!
autophagosome!assembly,!I!have!used!quantitative!SILACObased!proteomics!to!obtain!
an!unbiased,!proteome!of!the!first!UBL!conjugation!system!by!using!ATG5!to!identify!
novel! interactors! that! regulate! autophagosome! biogenesis.! Many! of! the! novel!
interactors!had! roles!protein! trafficking!and! specifically! clathrinOmediated! trafficking.!
The!proteomics! investigation!also!highlighted! that! the! formation!of! the!ATG12OATG5!
conjugate! is!necessary,!as!many!of! these! interactions!were! lost!when!a! conjugationO
deficient! ATG5! mutant! was! employed.! Two! interactors! that! could! be! validated! by!
immunoblotting—PI2KC2a! and! HIP1R—were! shown! to! be! required! autophagy,! with!
each!having! subtly!different!effects!on!basal! and! starvationOinduced!autophagic! flux.!
This!highlights!the!close!interplay!between!regulators!of!clathrinOmediated!endocytosis!
and!the!autophagy!machinery,!via!the!ATG12OATG5!complex.!!
The! overwhelming! enrichment! of! many! proteins! involved! in! clathrinOmediated!
membrane!trafficking!led!me!to!hypothesise!that!the!ATG12OATG5!conjugate!has!a!role!
in! regulating! this! process.! To! explore! this! further,! I! carried! out! biotinylation! based!
surface!proteomics!using!triple!SILAC!labelling.!This!approach!revealed!that!autophagy!
has! a! putative! role! in! the!membrane! trafficking! of! specific! cell! surface! proteins! via!
clathrinOmediated! trafficking.! Surface! levels! of! the! amino! acid! transporters!
LAT1/4F2hc,! were! shown! to! be! regulated! in! an! ATG5Odependent! fashion! and!
intracellular! arginine! levels,!were! shown! to!depend! in!part!on! the! status!of!ATG5! in!
these!cells.!!We!therefore!propose!a!global!role!for!autophagy!and!or!ATG12OATG5!or!
unconjugated! ATG5! in! the! regulation! of! cell! surface! protein! internalisation! and/or!






























3OMA! ! ! 3OMethyladenine!






ATG!! ! ! Autophagy!protein!
ATP! ! ! Adenosine!triphosphate!
BafA1! ! ! Bafilomycin!A1!
BAR! ! ! Bin/Amphiphssin/Rvs!
BclO2! ! ! BOcell!lymphoma!O2!
BH3! ! ! BclO2!homology!domain!
BifO1! ! ! BaxOinteracting!factorO1!
BNIP3! ! ! BclO2/adenovirus!E1B!19!kDa!interacting!protein!3!
BSA! ! ! Bovine!Serum!Albumin!
CAPZ! ! ! Capping!protein!(actin!filament)!muscle!ZOline!
CASK! ! ! Calicium/calmodulinOdependent!serine!protein!kinase!
CCP! ! ! Clathrin!coated!pits!
CCV! ! ! Clathrin!coated!vesicles!
cDNA! ! ! complementary!DNA!
C.!elegans! ! Caenorhabditis!elegans!
CDOM6PR! ! CationOdependent!mannose!6Ophosphate!receptor!
CHC! ! ! Clathrin!heavy!chain!
CIOM6PR! ! CationOindependent!mannose!6Ophosphate!receptor!
CK!! ! ! Casein!kinase!
CME! ! ! ClathrinOmediated!endocytosis!
[conc]! ! ! Concentration!
COterminal! ! COOHO!or!carboxyl!groupOend!of!a!polypeptide!
Cvt!pathway! ! CytoplasmOtoOvacuole!targeting!pathway!
DAG! ! ! I!stearoyl!2Oarachidonoyl!diacylglycerol!
DAPI! ! ! 4’,6OdiamidinoO2Ophenylindole!
ddH2O! ! ! Double!distilled!water!
DFCP1! ! ! DoubleOFYVE!Containing!ProteinO1!
DMSO! ! ! Dimethyl!Sulphoxide!
DNAJ! ! ! DnaJ!homologue!subOfamily!
dNTP! ! ! deoxyribonucleotide!
DNA! ! ! Deoxyribo!Nucleic!Acid!
ECL! ! ! Enhanced!chemoluminescence!
EDTA! ! ! Ethylenediaminetetraacetic!acid!
EE!! ! ! Early!endosome!
EEA1! ! ! Early!endosomal!antigen!1!
EF2hc! ! ! 4F2!Heavy!Chain!Antigen!
EHD! ! ! Eps15!homology!domain!
ENTH! ! ! Epsin!NOterminal!homology!
ER!! ! ! Endoplasmic!reticulum!
ERES! ! ! ER!exit!site!
ERC! ! ! Endocytic!recycling!complex!
ESCRT! ! ! Endosomal!sorting!complex!required!for!transport!
FACs! ! ! FluorescenceOactivated!cell!analysis!or!sorting!
FAM! ! ! Family!with!sequence!similarity!
FCS! ! ! Fetal!Calf!Serum!
FERM! ! ! Protein!4.1/Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin!!
FIP200!! ! Focal!adhesion!kinase!familyOinteracting!protein!of!200!kDa!
FYVE!! ! ! Fab1,!YOTB,!Vac1!and!EEA1!domain!
FZ!! ! ! Frizzled!
g! ! ! ! Grams!
GAP! ! ! GTPase!activating!protein!
GDP/GTP! ! Guanosine!di/triOphosphate!
GEF! ! ! Guanine!nucleotide!exchange!factor!
GGA! ! ! GolgiOlocalised!yOearOcontaining!ARFObinding!protein!
GFP! ! ! Green!fluorescent!protein!
GLUT! ! ! Glucose!transporter!
GPCR! ! ! GOprotein!coupled!receptor!
GST! ! ! Glutathione!SOtransferase!
HBSS! ! ! Hanks!balanced!salt!solution!
HEK293T! ! Human!embryonic!kidney!293!large!T!antigen!
HIP1R! ! ! HuntingtinOinteracting!protein!1!receptor!!
HOPS! ! ! Homotypic!fusion!and!protein!sorting!
HPLC! ! ! High!performance!liquid!chromatography!!
HRP! ! ! Horse!Radish!Peroxidase!
Hsc! ! ! Heat!shock!cognate!!
ILV! ! ! IntraOluminal!vesicle!
KO! ! ! Knockout!
Kd!! ! ! Dissociation!constant!
kDa! ! ! KiloDaltons!
KIF! ! ! Kinesin!family!member!
LAMP! ! ! LysosomeOassociated!membrane!protein!
LAT1! ! ! Large!neutral!amino!acids!yransporter!small!subunit!1!
LB!! ! ! LuriaOBertani!
MAP1OLC3B! ! MicrotubuleOassociated!protein!1!light!chain!3B!(or!LC3B)!
LCOMS/MS! ! Liquid!chromatography!–!tandem!mass!spectrometry!
LDLR! ! ! Low!density!lipoprotein!receptor!
LE!! ! ! Late!endosome!
LIR! ! ! LC3OInteracting!Region!
LRP! ! ! LDLR!related!protein!
MCS! ! ! Multiple!cloning!site!
MEF! ! ! Mouse!embryonic!fibroblast!
MIT! ! ! Microtubule!interacting!domain!
mg!! ! ! Milligrams!
ml!! ! ! Millilitre!
mM! ! ! Millimolar!
MPR! ! ! Mannose!phosphate!receptor!
MVB! ! ! Multivesicular!Body!
mRNA! ! ! messenger!RNA!
mTOR! ! ! Mechanistic!target!of!rapamycin!
mTORC! ! Mechanistic!target!of!rapamycin!complex!
NBR1! ! ! Neighbour!of!BRCA1!gene!1!
NMDA!! ! NOmethylODOaspartate!
NPF! ! ! Nucleation!promoting!factor!
NSF! ! ! NOethylmaleimide!sensitive!factor!
NOterminal! ! NH2O!or!amine!groupOend!of!a!polypeptide!
PAS! ! ! PreOautophagosomal!structure!
PBS! ! ! Phosphate!buffered!saline!
PCR! ! ! Polymerase!chain!reaction!
PEI! ! ! Polyethylemine!
PE!! ! ! Phosphatidylethanolamine!conjugate!
PFA! ! ! Paraformaldehyde!
PH! ! ! Pleckstrin!homology!









PI3P! ! ! Phosphatidylinositol!3Ophosphate!!
PI4P! ! ! Phosphatidylinositol!4Ophosphate!kinase!
PI4PK! ! ! Phosphatidylinositol!4Ophosphate!kinase!
PI5P! ! ! Phosphatidylinositol!5Ophosphate!kinase!
PINK1! ! ! PTENOinduced!putative!kinase!
PLEKHM1!!! ! Pleckstrin!homology!domainOcontaining!family!M!member!1!
PS!! ! ! Phosphatidylserine!
PtdIns! ! ! Phosphotidylinositol!
PX!! ! ! Phox!homology!
Rab! ! ! Ras!associated!binding!!
Rag! ! ! RasOrelated!small!GTPase!
Ral! ! ! RasOlike!small!GTPase!
RE!! ! ! Recycling!endosome!
RNA! ! ! Ribonucleic!acid!
ROS! ! ! Reactive!oxygen!species!
S.!cerevisiae! ! Saccharomyces!cerevisiae!
SDM! ! ! Site!directed!mutagenesis!
SDS! ! ! Sodium!dodecyl!sulphate!
SDSOPAGE! ! SDSOpolyacrylamide!gel!electrophoresis!
shRNA!! ! ShortOhairpin!RNA!
SILAC! ! ! Stable!labeeling!of!amino!acids!in!culture!
siRNA! ! ! ShortOinterference!RNA!
SLC! ! ! Solute!carrier!
SNARE!! ! Soluble!NSF!Attachment!protein!Receptor!
SNX! ! ! Soting!nexin!
SUMO! ! ! Small!ubiquitinOrelated!modifier!
TBC1D!! ! Tre2OBUB2pOCdc16p1!domain!family!member! ! !
TBS! ! ! Tris!buffered!saline!
TE!! ! ! TrisOEDTA!
TECPR1/2! ! Tectonin!betaOpropeller!repeatOcontaining!protein!1/2!
TEM! ! ! Transmission!electron!microscopy!
TfR! ! ! Transferrin!receptor!
TGN! ! ! TransOGolgi!network!
TOR! ! ! Target!of!rapamycin!
TXO100!! ! Triton!XO100!
Ubl! ! ! UbiquitinOlike!
ULK1! ! ! UncO51OLike!Kinase!1!C.#elegans!
UVRAG! ! UVOradiation!resistance!associated!gene!
VAMP! ! ! Vesicle!associated!membrane!protein!
VAP!! ! ! VAMP!associated!protein!
VDAC! ! ! VoltageOdependent!anionOselective!channel!protein!1!!
VMP1! ! ! Vacuole!membrane!protein!1!
Vps! ! ! Vacuolar!protein!sorting!
vs! ! ! ! versus!
WIPI! ! ! WDOrepeat!protein!interacting!with!phosphoInosides!
WT! ! ! Wild!type!
w/v! ! ! weight!by!volume!
 g!! ! ! Micrograms!
 l! ! ! ! Microlitre!















































































































































































































































































































































































Three! major! types! of! autophagy! have! been! described! in! eukaryotic! cells:!
macroautophagy,! microautophagy! and! chaperone=mediated! autophagy.!
Macroautophagy! (hereafter! referred! to! as! autophagy)! is! an! evolutionary! conserved!
catabolic! process! crucial! for! the! maintenance! of! cellular! homeostasis! (Levine! and!
Klionsky,!2004;!Shintani!and!Klionsky,!2004;!Mizushima!et!al.,!2008).!Autophagy!is!the!
main! mechanism! by! which! cells! replenish! biosynthetic! molecules! during! periods! of!
starvation! (Xie! and! Klionsky,! 2007;! Klionsky,! 2007).! This! is! achieved! through! the!
delivery! of! cytoplasmic!material! to! the! lysosome,!where! it! is! degraded! and! recycled!
back! into! the! cytosol! (Mizushima,! 2007;! Mizushima! et! al.,! 2011;! Yamamoto! et! al.,!
2011;!Youle!et!al.,!2011;!Hurley!and!Young,!2017).!Broadly,!autophagy!can!be!divided!
into!selective!and!non=selective!autophagy!sub=types.!Selective!autophagy!is! involved!
in! the! removal! of! specific! cellular! components! such! as:! protein! aggregates;! lipid!
droplets;!damaged!mitochondria;!ribosomes;!peroxisomes;!the!endoplasmic!reticulum!
(ER);! endosomes;! and! intracellular! pathogens! (Shaid! et! al.,! 2013;! Zaffagnini! and!
Martens,!2016;!Kawabata!and!Yoshimori,!2016;!Levine!et!al.,!2011).!On!the!other!hand,!
non=selective! autophagy! is! triggered! by! starvation,! and! is! critical! for! maintaining!
cellular!energy!demands! through! the!bulk!degradation!and! recycling!of! amino!acids,!
nucleotides! and! lipids! (Kroemer! et! al.,! 2010).! It! is! now! clear! that! autophagy! has!
profound!implication!in!human!health!and!disease!(Rubinsztein!et!al.,!2012;!Levine!and!
Kroemer,! 2008;! Choi! et! al,! 2013;! Noda! and! Inagaki,! 2015).! Autophagy! has! been!
implicated! in! a! number! of! human! disorders! and! pathophysiological! conditions,!
including,!neurodegenerative!disease!(Menzies!et!al,!2015);!metabolic!disease!(Kim!&!
Lee,! 2014);! cardiovascular! disease! (Shirakabe! et! al,! 2016);! pulmonary! disease!
(Nakahira! et! al,! 2016);! rheumatic! disorders! (Rockel! &! Kapoor,! 2016);! malignant!
disorders! !(Galluzzi!et!al.,!2017;!Amaravadi!et!al,!2016);! infectious!disease!(Deretic!et!







subdomains! termed! omegasomes! (Axe! et! al.,! 2008).! The! ER! is! thought! to! act! as! a!
‘cradle’! and! support! the! formation!of! the!nascent!autophagosome! (Axe!et! al.,! 2008;!
Hayashi=Nishino! et! al.,! 2009;! Yla=Anttila! et! al.,! 2009).! However,! many! intracellular!
organelles!and!organelle!contact!sites!have!been!shown!to!contribute!to!the!formation!
of!the!autophagosome!(Strzyz,!2017).!Membrane!sources!have!been!shown!to!include:!
the! plasma! membrane! (Ravikumar! et! al.,! 2010;! Moreau! et! al.,! 2011;! Moreau! and!
Rubinsztein,! 2012);! ER=Golgi! intermediate! compartment! (Ge! et! al.,! 2013);! recycling!
endosomes! (Longatti! et! al.,! 2012;! Knaevelsrud! et! al.,! 2013;! Puri! et! al.,! 2013);! Golgi!
(Young!et!al.,!2006;!Itoh!et!al.,!2008;!Geng!et!al.,!2010);!and!mitochondria!(Hailey!et!al.,!
2010;! Gomez=Suaga! et! al.,! 2017).! The! process! of! autophagosome! biogenesis! begins!
with!the!formation!of!a!double!membrane!structure!extending!from!the!omegasome,!
referred! to! as! the! phagophore! or! isolation! membrane! (IM).! The! IM! expands! and!
sequesters!cytoplasmic!material,!such!as!protein!aggregates,!and!eventually!fuses!with!
itself! to! form! an! intact! autophagosome! (Rubinsztein! et! al.,! 2012;! Yang! &! Klionsky,!






autophagosome.! In! this! chapter,! an! overview! of! mTORC1! and! amino! acid! sensing,!
autophagosome!biogenesis,!fusion!with!the!lysosome!and!the!membrane!sources!that!
expand! the!autophagosome!will! be!discussed.!Next! intracellular! trafficking!pathways!
will! be! discussed! in! more! detail! and! finally! the! role! of! ATG! proteins! outside! of!





this! thesis! and! further! experiments! will! provide! essential! information! into!







growth! and! metabolism,! and! integrates! information! about! amino! acid! and! growth!
factor! availability,! and! cellular! energy! status! to! regulate! the! activity! status! of!
autophagy! accordingly! (Abraham! and! Wiederrecht,! 1996;! Bar=Peled! and! Sabatini,!
2014;! Saxton!and! Sabatini,! 2017).!During!nutrient! rich! conditions!mTORC1! represses!
the! induction! of! autophagy! through! repressive! phosphorylations! of! key! proteins!
involved! in! autophagosome! formation.! However,! during! periods! of! stress,! such! as!
amino! acid! starvation,!mTORC1! inhibition! is! released! and! the! autophagy! pathway! is!
activated.! The! activity! of!mTORC1! at! the! lysosome! is! regulated! by! lysosome! surface!
resident!Rheb,! a! kinase! activator,! and!Rag!GTPases! (Buerger! et! al.,! 2006;! Kim!et! al.,!
2008;! Saito! et! al.,! 2005;! Sancak! et! al.,! 2008;! Figure! 1.1).! The! Rag! GTPases! are!
composed! of! a! heterodimer! of! RagA! or! RagB! bound! to! RagC! or! RagD! (Hirose! et! al.,!
1998;! Schuermann! et! al.,! 1995;! Sekiguchi! et! al.,! 2001).! In! nutrient! rich! conditions,!
RagA/B! is!GTP!bound! and!RagC/D! is!GDP!bound;! this! active! conformation!promotes!
the! translocation! of!mTORC1! to! the! lysosomal! surface,!where! it! engages!with! Rheb!
(Buerger! et! al.,! 2006;! Efeyan! et! al.,! 2012;! Saito! et! al.,! 2005;! Sancak! et! al.,! 2008).! In!
addition!to!the!Rheb!and!the!Rag!GTPases!there!are!many!other!proteins! involved!in!
the! nutrient! sensing! pathway! (Figure! 1.1).! Many! regulate! the! localisation! of! Rag!
GTPases,! while! others! regulate! the! nucleotide! state! of! Rag! GTPases.! It! has! now!
emerged!that!the!regulator!complex!has!a!key!role!in!regulating!lysosomal!positioning!
(de!Araujo!et!al.,!2017;!Colaço!and!Jäättelä,!2017).!This!complex! is!composed!of! five!
late! endosomal/lysosomal! adaptor! and! MAPK! and! mammalian! target! of! rapamycin!
[mTOR]! activator/regulator! (LAMTOR)! subunits! (Colaço! and! Jäättelä,! 2017).! The!
LAMTOR2/3! heterodimer! has! been! shown! to! associate! with! RagA/B! and! RagC/D!
GTPases!and!act!as!a!GEF!for!RagA/B!(Bar=Peled!et!al.,!2012;!Figure!1.1).!Furthermore,!
the!regulator!complex!has!been!shown!to!interact!with!the!lysosomal!transmembrane,!











Schematic! detailing! the! key! proteins! involved! in! nutrient! sensing! at! the! lysosome.! ! The!
regulator! complex! plays! a! key! role! in! the! positioning! of! the! lysosome! and! binds! the! Rag!
GTPases,! acting!as!a!GEF! for!RagA/B.!GTP! loaded!RagA/B!and!GDP! loaded!RagC/D!promotes!
the! translocation! of! mTORC1! to! the! lysosomal! surface,! where! it! engages! with! the! kinase!
activator! Rheb.! Leucine! and! arginine! play! a! key! role! in! determining! the! activity! status! of!
mTORC1.! When! levels! of! arginine! are! deprived! CASTOR1! negatively! regulates! GATOR2,! a!
positive! regulator! of! mTORC1.! Sestrin2! senses! levels! of! leucine! and! when! levels! are! low,!

















sensors! Sestrin1=3,!which!are!negative! regulators!of! the!mTORC1!pathway! (Budanov!
and! Karin,! 2008;! Wolfson! and! Sabatini,! 2017;! Figure! 1.1).! Under! leucine! deprived!
conditions! Sestrin2! binds! to! GATOR2,! a! positive! regulator,! and! inhibits! its! actions!







molecular! mechanisms! that! relay! extracellular! information,! regarding! amino! acid!
availability! to! the! lysosome! remains! unclear,! although! some! recent! advances! have!
begun! to! shed! light! on! this.! Glutamine! has! been! shown! to! play! an! essential! role! in!
activating! mTORC1! and! at! the! plasma! membrane! is! transported! into! the! cell! by!
SLC1A5,! a! high=! affinity,! Na+=dependent! transporter! (Utsunomiya=Tate! et! al.,! 1996;!
Nicklin!et! al.,! 2009).! The!molecular! influence!of! glutamine! is!due! to!SLC7A5/SLC3A2,!
also!known!as!LAT1/4F2hc,!a!bidirectional!transporter!that!regulates!the!simultaneous!
efflux!of!glutamine!out!of!the!cell!and!transport!of!leucine!and!other!essential!amino!









The! formation! of! the! autophagosome! is! highly! complex! and! requires! the! concerted!
actions! of! the! products! of! a! number! of! autophagy! related! (ATG)! genes! (Figure! 1.2;!
Abada! and! Elazar,! 2014;! Koyama=Honda! et! al.,! 2013;! Suzuki! et! al.,! 2007;! Xie! and!





these! genes! have! known! orthologues! in! eukaryotes! (Mizushima! et! al,! 2011).! The!
formation! of! the! autophagosome! begins! with! the! hierarchical! and! sequential!
recruitment!of!ATG!proteins!to!autophagosome!assembly!sites!(Itakura!&!Mizushima,!
2010;! Koyama=Honda! et! al.,! 2013),! however! many! of! these! proteins! also! regulate!
other! ATG! proteins! both! upstream! and! downstream! from! themselves! (Sanchez=
Wandelmer!et!al.,!2015).!ATG!proteins!can!be!categorised!into!the!following!functional!













2013).! Under! basal! conditions,! mTORC1! catalyses! an! inactivating! phosphorylation!
event!on!ATG13!and!ULK1! (Jung!et!al.,!2009;!Nicklin!et!al.,!2009;!Nazio!et!al.,!2013);!
however,!upon!amino!acid!starvation,!mTORC1!inhibition!is!relieved,!ULK1!is!activated,!
which! then! phosphorylates! itself! and! other! components! of! the! ULK1! complex,!
including!ATG13!and!FIP200!(Russell!et!al.,!2013;!Park!et!al.,!2016;!Wold!et!al.,!2016;!
Hara!et!al.,!2008;!Hosokawa!et!al.,!2009;!Mercer!et!al.,!2009;!Chan!et!al.,!2009).!This!












The! formation! of! the! autophagosome! is! mediated! by! a! number! of! conserved! autophagy!
related!proteins!(ATGs).!The!most!extensively!characterized!inducer!of!autophagy!is!amino!acid!
starvation,! which! mediates! autophagy! through! mTORC1.! Under! non=starved! conditions!
mTORC1! inhibits! the! action! of! the! kinase! ULK1.! Upon! amino! acid! starvation,! mTORC1!
inhibition! is! relieved! and! ULK1! phosphorylates! itself! and! components! of! the! ULK1! complex!
(consisting!of!ULK1,!autophagy=related!protein!13!(ATG13),!RB1=inducible!coiled=coil!protein!1!
(FIP200)!and!ATG101).! The!ULK1!complex! is! then! involved! in! the! recruitment!of! the!Class! III!
PI3K!complex!(consisting!of!class!III!PI3K,!vacuolar!protein!sorting!34!(VPS34),!Beclin!1,!ATG14,!
activating!molecule!in!Beclin!1=regulated!autophagy!protein!1!(AMBRA1)!and!general!vesicular!
transport! factor! (p115)),! which! generates! PI3P! and!marks! the! sites! for! isolation!membrane!
formation! through! the! recruitment! of! PI3P! effectors! such! as!WIPI2! and!DFCP1.!WIPI2! binds!
ATG16L1! and! recruits! the! ATG12=ATG5=ATG16L1! complex!which! stimulates! the! lipidation! of!
LC3.!ATG12!also! interacts!with!ATG3,!which! stimulated! LC3! lipidation.!This! in! turn!promotes!
the!elongation!and!sealing!of!the!autophagosome!membrane.!A!number!of!membrane!sources!
have!been!shown!to!provide!a!membrane!source!to!the!growing!autophagosome.!This!figure!













ULK1! directly! phosphorylates! a! number! of! proteins! to! transduce! a! pro=autophagic!
signal,!including!components!of!the!PI3K!complex!(Papinski!and!Kraft,!2016;!Papinski!et!
al.,! 2014;! Egan! et! al.,! 2015;! Russell! et! al.,! 2013).! This! complex! acts! immediately!
downstream!of!ULK1!and!plays!an!essential!and!vital!role!in!autophagosome!formation!




(VPS34),! general! vesicular! transport! factor! (p115),! and!Beclin! 1! (Itakura! et! al.,! 2008;!
Kametaka!et!al.,!1998;!Obara!et!al.,!2006;!Matsunaga!et!al.,!2009;!Zhong!et!al.,!2009).!










associated! gene)! and! Rubicon! (Run! domain! protein! as! Beclin! 1! interacting! and!
cysteine=rich!containing)!as!subunits!instead!of!Atg14L!(Itakura!et!al.,!2008;!Liang!et!al.,!
2006;!Obara!et!al.,!2006;!Sun!et!al.,!2008;!Matsunaga!et!al.,!2009;!Zhong!et!al.,!2009).!
Beclin! 1! has! also! been! shown! to! transiently! interact! with! proteins! including! B! cell!
lymphoma! 2! (BCL=2),! Bif=1! (also! known! as! Endophilin! B1),! and! vacuole! membrane!
protein!1!(VMP1)!(Funderburk!et!al.,!2010;!Di!Bartolomeo!et!al.,!2010;!Strappazzon!et!
al.,! 2011).! The! interaction! between! Beclin! 1! and! BCL=2! has! been! shown! to! inhibit!
VPS34! kinase! activity! and! as! a! result! repress! autophagy! (Furuya! et! al.,! 2005).!
Therefore,! the! PI3K! complex! can! form! extensive! interactions! with! a! number! of!
proteins,!all!of!which!have!a!role!in!regulating!the!activity!of!the!complex.!Moreover,!in!













phosphoinositide! discussion).! PI3P! is! essential! for! autophagosome! biogenesis! and!
marks!the!site!of!IM!formation!through!the!recruitment!of!proteins!that!contain!PI3P!
binding! domains,! such! as! double=FYVE=containing! protein! 1! (DFCP1)! and!WD=repeat!
protein! interacting! with! phosphoinositides! (WIPI)1/WIPI2! (Backer,! 2008;! Axe! et! al.,!
2008;! Funderburk! et! al.,! 2010;! Polson! et! al.,! 2010,! Proikas=Cezanne! et! al.,! 2004;!
Proikas=Cezanne!et!al.,!2015).!Under!nutrient!rich!condition!DFCP1! is! localised!to!the!
ER!and!Golgi!membranes;!however!upon!starvation,!it!becomes!concentrated!at!the!ER!
and! colocalises! with! autophagosomal! markers! (Axe! et! al.,! 2008;! Matsunaga! et! al.,!
2010).!This!region!of!the!ER!has!been!termed!the!omegasome,!a!compartment!specific!
to! the! biogenesis! of! the! autophagosome.! DFCP1! is! therefore! a! marker! for! the!
omegasome.!During! autophagosome! formation,!WIPI1! and!WIPI2! almost! completely!
colocalise!with! ATG14L! and! ATG16L1! (a! component! of! the! UBL! conjugation! system,!
discussed!below)! (Itakura!&!Mazushima,!2010;!Polson!et! al.,! 2010).!Recently!WIPI2B!
has!been!shown!to!directly!bind!to!ATG16L1!at!the!IM,!and!in!doing!so!recruit!ATG16L1!







2012).!ATG9! is! synthesised! in! the! ER! and! localises! to!omegasomes! as!well! as! to! the!




Hosokawa! et! al.,! 2009;! Shirahama=Noda! et! al.,! 2013).! The! ULK1! complex! has! been!
shown! to! play! an! essential! role! in! recruiting! ATG9! to! nascent! autophagosome!
formation!sites!(Young!et!al,!2006;!Rao!et!al.,!2016;!Suzuki!et!al.,!2015;!Karanasios!et!
al.,! 2016).! Importantly! ATG9! does! not! fully! fuse! with! the! growing! IM,! and! is! not!
degraded,! but! instead! is! recycled! back! to! the! cytoplasm! to! continue! its! role! in!
autophagosome! formation! (Yamamoto! et! al,! 2012;! Papinski! et! al.,! 2014).! ATG9! has!
been!shown!to!play!a!crucial!role!in!the!recruitment!of!the!UBL!proteins!to!the!site!of!
autophagosome!formation!(Papinski!et!al.,!2014).!Furthermore,!ATG9!has!been!shown!
to! transiently! interact! with! both! DFCP1! and! LC3=positive! structures,! suggesting! that!
ATG9!has!a!role!in!autophagosome!formation!at!both!early!and!late!stages!(Orsi!et!al,!
2012).! In! a! recent! study,! adaptor! protein! 4! (AP4)! was! shown! to! have! a! role! in! the!









the! accumulation! of! unclosed! autophagosomes,! highlighting! their! importance! in! the!
elongation!and!closure!of!autophagosomes,!and!also!in!the!transition!from!nascent!to!
mature!autophagosomes!(Kishi=Itakura!et!al.,!2014;!Mizushima!et!al.,!2001;!Sou!et!al.,!
2008).! In! addition,! a! recent! study! has! elucidated! a! novel! role! for! the! two! UBL!












interact! with! ATG3,! a! component! of! the! second! UBL! conjugation! system,! discussed!
below.!ATG5!also!interacts!with!ATG16L1,!forming!the!ATG12=ATG5=ATG16L1!complex!











where! lysine! 130! is! located—the! essential! residue! for! the! formation! of! the! ATG12=
ATG5! conjugate! (Otomo!et! al.,! 2013;!Matsushita! et! al.,! 2007).!Gly140!of!ATG12! and!
that! for! Lys130! of! ATG5! are! covalently! connected! (Figure! 1.3).! However,! there! are!
many!more! non=covalent! hydrophilic! and! hydrophobic! interactions! between! ATG12=
ATG5! (Noda! et! al.,! 2013).! The! n’terminus! of! ATG16L1! forms! an! alpha! helical!
conformation!that!interacts!with!the!two!ubiquitin!fold!domains!of!ATG5!(Matsushita!
et!al.,!2007;!Suzuki!et!al.,!2005).!ATG12!is! located!to!the!opposite!side!of!ATG5,!here!
structural! studies! have! shown! it! interacts! the! flexible! region! of! ATG3;! the! minimal!
ATG3!region!interacting!with!ATG12!has!been!referred!to!as!RIA12!(residues!140–170)!
(Metlagel! et! al.,! 2013;! Figure! 1.3).! This! interaction! stimulates! the! the! E3! activity! of!
ATG12=ATG5=ATG16L1! complex.! Mutagenesis! data! and! crystal! structures! have!
revealed! the! importance! of! a! continuous! surface! patch! across! the! ATG12=ATG5!
conjugate,!which!been!shown!to!be!important!for!the!E3!activity!of!the!ATG12=ATG5=
ATG16!complex!(Otomo!et!al.,!2013).!Furthermore,!canonical!UBL!conjugates,!in!many!





















































In! the! second! UBL! conjugation! system! the! ubiquitin=like! proteins! microtubule=
associated! protein! 1! light! chain! 3! beta! (MAP1LC3B;! best! known! as! LC3B)! and! other!
orthologues! of! yeast! ATG8! including,! LC3A,! LC3C,! GABARAP! and! GABARAPL1! and!
GABARAPL2!(or!GATE=16),!are!conjugated!to!the!lipid,!phosphatidylethanolamine!(PE)!
(Dikic! and! Elazar.,! 2018).! ATG8! homologs! control! major! steps! in! the! autophagic!
pathway,! including! recognition! of! autophagic! cargoes,! the! growth! of! autophagic!
membranes!and!recruitment!of!trafficking!proteins!and!the!autophagy!machinery,!and!
the! fusion!of!autophagosomes!with! lysosomes! (Ichimura!et!al.,!2000;!Nakatogawa!et!
al.,!2007;!Noda!et!al.,!2010;!Pankiv!et!al.,!2010;!Nguyen!et!al.,!2016;!Tsuboyama!et!al.,!
2016;! Slobodkin! and! Elazar.,! 2013;! Birgisdottir! et! al.,! 2013,! Stolz! et! al.,! 2014;!
Mizushima!et!al.,!2001;!Kraft!et!al.,!2010;!Lynch=Day!and!Klionsky,!2010).!Each!family!
member!is!synthesised!and!immediately!processed!by!the!cysteine!protease!ATG4!(to!
form! ATG8=I/LC3=I)! (Kabeya! et! al.,! 2004;! Kirisako! et! al.,! 2000;! Ichimura! et! al,! 2000;!
Marino! et! al.,! 2010;! Rockenfeller! et! al.,! 2015).! This! exposes! a! C=terminal! glycine! tail!




ATG3! targets! highly! curved! intracellular! membranes! via! its! amino=terminal!
amphipathic! helix! (Nath! et! al.,! 2014).! ATG3! has! also! been! shown! to! conjugate!with!
ATG12,! and! surprisingly,! the! functions! of! this! conjugate! include! roles! outside! of!
autophagy! in!endosomal! trafficking! (Radoshevich!et!al.,!2010;!Murrow!and!Debnath,!
2015;!Uetz!et!al.,!2000).!ATG8/LC3!family!members!conjugated!to!PE!(referred!to!for!
simplicity! as! “LC3=II”)! remain! associated! with! the! autophagosome! throughout! the!
maturation!process.!Therefore,!LC3!family!members!remain!associated!with!both!the!
IM!and!the!mature!autophagosome!(Kirisako!et!al.,!1999).!ATG16L1!plays!a!critical!role!










the! IM.! Indeed,!aberrant!autophagosomal! like! structures!are!produced! following! the!
prevention! of! LC3! lipidation! (Xie! et! al.,! 2008).! Recently! deacetylation! events! by! the!
sirt1! deacetylase! were! shown! to! regulate! the! translocation! of! LC3! from! within! the!
nucleus! to! the!cytoplasm,!where! it! interacts!with!ATG7! (Huang!et!al.,!2015;!Murrow!
and! Debnath,! 2015).! However,! the! role! of! ATG8! homologs! has! recently! been!
challenged!in!a!study!that!showed!silencing!of!all!LC3/GABARAPs!did!not!prevent!the!
formation!autophagosomes,!but! instead!affected!both!autophagosome!size,!and!rate!







(Figure! 2).! Interestingly,! the! two! conjugation! systems! are! also! highly! cooperative:!
Recent!studies!have!shown!that!ATG12!directly!binds!to!ATG3!(Figure!2),!and!that!this!
drives!localised!LC3!lipidation!(Sou!et!al.,!2008;!Metlagel!et!al.,!2013).!In!addition,!LC3!
lipidation! can! be! triggered! at! atypical! sites! where! ATG16! is! targeted! under!
experimental! conditions! (Sou! et! al.,! 2008;!Metlagel! et! al.,! 2013;! Kuma! et! al.,! 2002).!
These! findings! suggest! that! the! ATG12=ATG5=ATG16! complex! has! a! key! role! in!
regulating!the!position!and!timing!of!LC3!family!members! lipidation.!The!second!UBL!
conjugation! system! has! also! been! shown! to! regulate! ATG12=ATG5! conjugate!
formation.! These! studies! have! shown! that! loss! of! ATG3! reduces! the! proportion! of!
Atg12=ATG5! conjugates! in! the! cell! (Sou! et! al.,! 2008).! These! examples! highlight! the!
significant! crosstalk! between! the! two! UBL! conjugation! systems;! however,! the!
molecular!mechanisms!mediating!this!cooperativity!are!unclear.!!
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number! of! ATG12=ATG5! conjugates,! as! ATG3! or! indeed! novel! ATG3! interactors!may!
play!a!role!in!the!formation!of!ATG12=ATG5!conjugates.!Furthermore,!the!identification!
of! additional! regulatory! proteins! could! explain! how! dissociation! of! the! ATG12=ATG5!
complex! from! the! IM! is! regulated! to! follow! completion/release! of! the! nascent!
autophagosome!(Sou!et!al.,!2008).!The! identification!and!characterisation!of!putative!
novel!interactors!of!key!components!of!the!two!UBL!conjugation!systems!will!elucidate!




Following! the! closure!of! autophagosomes!around! their! cytoplasmic! cargo,! they! then!
fuse! with! late! endosomes! or! lysosomes! to! form! amphisomes! or! autolysosomes,!
respectively!(Berg!et!al.,!1998).!This!aspect!of!autophagy!remains!poorly!understood;!
however,! recent! molecular! studies! have! begun! to! shed! light! on! the! processes! and!






this! process.! Lysosomes! are! predominantly! localised! at! the! perinuclear! region,! and!
therefore!minus!end!directed!transport!is!required!to!relocate!autophagosomes!from!
peripheral! assembly! sites! to! this! location! (Kimura! et! al.,! 2008).! However,! plus=end=
directed!transport,!has!also!been!shown!to!be!essential!for!the!correct!positioning!of!
autophagosomes,! as! silencing!KIF5B,! a!plus=end!directed!microtubule!motor!protein,!













Many! proteins! have! been! shown! to! play! pivotal! roles! in! autophagosome=lysosome!
fusion!events!including:!Rab7!(Gutierrez!et!al,!2004;!Jager!et!al,!2004;!Liang!et!al,!2008;!
Amaya! et! al.,! 2015);! soluble! N=ethylmaleimide=sensitive! factor! activating! protein!
receptor!(SNARE)!proteins,!including!syntaxin!17!(STX17)!(Fader!et!al,!2009;!Nair!et!al,!
2011;! Itakura! et! al,! 2012);! homotypic! fusion! and! vacuole! protein! sorting! (HOPS)!
complex! (McEwan! et! al,! 2015);! the! Rab7! effector! pleckstrin! homology! and! RUN!
domain! containing! M1! (PLEKHM1)! (McEwan! et! al,! 2015);! the! PI3P=binding! protein,!
tectonin! beta=propeller! repeat! containing! 1! (TECPR1)! (Chen! et! al,! 2012);! ectopic! P=
granules! autophagy! protein! 5! homolog! (EPG5)! (Tian! et! al,! 2010);! inositol!




The! Rab! family! comprises! small! GTPases! that! are! highly! conserved! and! play! crucial!
roles!in!membrane!trafficking!(Nakamura!and!Yoshimori,!2017).!Each!Rab!localises!to!a!
specific! membrane! compartment,! and! in! doing! so! provides! membrane! identity! and!
specificity! (Stenmark,! 2009;! Zhen! and! Stenmark,! 2015).! The! role! of! Rab! proteins! in!
autophagy!has!been!appreciated!for!a!number!of!years!(Popovic!et!al.,!2012;!Gutierrez!
et!al.,!2004;!Jager!et!al.,!2004;!Kirisako!et!al.,!1999).!The!first!Rab!to!be!implicated!in!
autophagy! was! Rab7,! which! plays! an! important! role! in! the! trafficking! from! late!
endosomes! to! lysosomes!and!has!been!shown! to! regulate!autophagosome=lysosome!
fusion! (Gutierrez! et! al.,! 2004;! Jager! et! al.,! 2004;! Kirisako! et! al.,! 1999).! Furthermore,!
Rab33b!and!its!GTPase=activating!protein!(GAP),!TBC1D25!(Tre=Bub=CDC16),!have!been!










bring! the! membrane! and! the! vesicle! into! close! enough! proximity! to! enable! fusion!
(Itakura!et!al.,!2012).!Post!membrane!fusion,!the!SNARE!molecules!are!released!by!the!
enzyme! N=ethylmaleimide! sensitive! factor! (NSF)! and! its! adaptor! soluble! NSF=
attachment!protein!alpha!(αSNAP)!(Guo!et!al.,!2014).!SNAREs!play!an!essential!role!in!
autophagosome=lysosome! membrane! fusion! (Itakura! et! al.,! 2012).! Silencing! αSNAP!
leads! to! an! accumulation!of! LC3! and!P62!puncta,!which! is! an! autophagosome! cargo!
protein,!in!close!vicinity!to!the!lysosome!(Abada!et!al.,!2017;!Diao!et!al.,!2015).!During!
autophagy,! the! SNARE! protein! syntaxin! 17! has! been! shown! to! play! a! crucial! role! in!
autophagosome=lysosome! fusion! (Diao!et!al.,!2015;!Hamasaki!et!al.,!2013;! Itakura!et!
al.,! 2012;! Jiang! et! al.,! 2014;! Takáts! et! al.,! 2013;! Takáts! et! al.,! 2014;! Uematsu! et! al.,!
2017).! It! has! been! shown! that! during! early! stages! of! autophagosome! formation,!




Tethering! factors! play! an! essential! role! in! the! facilitation! and! fusion! of! opposing!
membranes,!and!stimulate!the!actions!of!SNARE!complexes!(Nakamura!and!Yoshimori,!
2017).! The!main! tethering! factor! involved! in! autophagosome=lysosome! fusion! is! the!
HOPS! complex! (Jiang! et! al.,! 2014).! The! HOPS! complex! consists! of! VPS33A,! VPS11,!
VPS39,!VPS18,!VPS16,!and!VPS41! (Rieder!et!al.,!1997;!Seals!et!al.,!2000;!Wurmser!et!
al.,! 2000).! Silencing! components! of! the!HOPS! complex! has! been! shown! to! cause! an!
accumulation!of!autophagosomes!(Jiang!et!al.,!2014;!Takats!et!al.,!2014).!This!complex!






17! and! the! HOPS! complex,! to! selectively! target! them! to! sites! of! autophagosome=




regulates! fusion! of! autophagosomes! with! endosomes/lysosomes! (Tian! et! al.,! 2010;!
Wang!et!al.,!2016).!It!is!recruited!via!interactions!with!Rab7,!VAMP7/VAMP8,!syntaxin!
17/SNAP29! and! LC3.! The! tethering! factor! TECPR1,! which! was! identified! as! an!
interactor! of! ATG12=ATG5,! has! also! been! shown! to! facilitate! autophagosome!
maturation!and!autophagosome–lysosome!fusion!(Chen!et!al.,!2012;!Behrends!et!al.,!
2010).!Finally,!ATG14L!can!directly!bind!to!syntaxin!17=SNAP29!and!act!as!a!tethering!




Phosphoinositides! (PI)! play! essential! roles! in! many! cellular! processes! including! cell!
signalling,!membrane! shaping,! and! defining!membrane! identities! (discussed! in!more!
detail!below)!(Di!Paolo!and!De!Camilli,!2006;!Carlsson!and!Simonsen,!2015).!Seven!PI!
isoforms!can!be!generated!through!a!combination!of!phosphorylation!events!at!the!3=,!
4=!and!5=!position!of! the! inositol! ring! (Di!Paolo!and!De!Camilli,!2006).!PI3P,!PI4P!and!
PI(3,5)P2! have! been! shown! to! play! a! role! in! autophagosome=lysosome! fusion!
(Nakamura!et!al.,!2016;!Wang!et!al.,!2012a;!Knævelsrud!et!al.,!2013;!Wang!et!al.,!2015;!
De!Lartigue!et!al.,!2009;!Chen!et!al.,!2012).!The!phosphatase!INPP5E!regulates!levels!of!
PI(3,5)P2! on! lysosomes,! and! silencing! INPP5E! has! been! shown! to! cause! the!





and! lysosomes! reform! through! a! process! termed!Autophagic! Lysosome!Reformation!
(ALR)!(Yu!et!al.,!2010).!The!autolysosome!contains!regions!of!tubular!structures!called!
reformation! tubules!whose! formation! is! initiated!by! the!assembly!of!clathrin!coated,!
PI(4,5)P2!enriched!buds! (Rong!et!al.,!2012;!Chen!and!Yu,!2018).!Kif5b,!a!microtubule!
plus=end! motor! protein,! generates! forces! to! pull! reformation! tubules! away! from!
autolysosomes!(Du!et!al.,!2016).!Lysosomal!membrane!proteins!are!recycled!to!these!









The!current!view!on!the!membrane!sources! involved! in!autophagosome!formation! is!
that!multiple!organelles!and!organelle!contact!sites!provide!membrane!for!the!growing!
autophagosome! (Figure! 1.4;! Lamb! et! al.,! 2013;! Davis! et! al.,! 2017).! These! will! be!
discussed! in! detail! as! follows.! The! ER! and! ER=associated! compartments! have! been!
shown!to!provide!a!membrane!source!for!the!growing!autophagosome;!these!sources!
include,!the!ER=localised!omegasome!(Axe!et!al,!2008);!ER=mitochondrial!contact!sites!
(Hamasaki! et! al,! 2013);! ER! exit! sites! (Graef! et! al,! 2013);! and! the! ER=to=Golgi!
intermediate! compartment! (ERGIC;!Ge!et! al,! 2013).! Following!ULK1! activation,!ATG9!
has! been! shown! to! translocate! to! the! ER! at! ATG9=enriched! sites! (Karanasios! et! al.,!
2016).! Here,! proteins! involved! in! autophagosome! formation! are! subsequently!
recruited.!ATG9!vesicles!play!a!key!role!in!providing!a!membrane!source!for!autophagy!
(Lamb!et! al.,! 2016).! The! trafficking!of!ATG9! through! the! endosomal! system! requires!
the!actions!of!a!number!of!proteins!and!protein!complexes! including:!ULK1!complex;!
RAB11;! TBC1D12;! TRAP! complex;! AP2;! retromer;! and! SNARES! (Webber! and! Tooze,!
2010;!Longatti!et!al.,!2012;!Lamb!et!al.,2016;!Imai!et!al.,!2016;!Takahashi!et!al.,!2016;!
Popovic!and!Dikic,!2014;!Puri!et!al.,!2013).!The!Rab!GAP,!TBC1D14,!has!been!shown!to!
interact!with! the!GTP!exchange! factor! (GEF),! trafficking!protein!particle! III! (TRAPPIII)!
complex,!which! is!a!highly!conserved,! large,!multi=subunit!tethering!complex!and!has!
been! linked! to! autophagy! following! a! large=scale! network! screen! of! ATG! proteins!
(Kakuta!et!al,!2012;!Sacher!et!al,!1998;!Barrowman!et!al,!2010;!Behrends!et!al.,!2010;!
Longatti!et!al.,!2012;!Lamb!et!al.,!2016).!This!interaction!is!required!for!the!activation!
of! Rab1,! which! is! known! to! regulate! the! formation! of! omegasomes! and!
autophagosomes! (Winslow! et! al,! 2010;! Zoppino! et! al,! 2010;! Mochizuki! et! al,! 2013;!
Huang! et! al,! 2011).! Rab1! plays! a! key! role! in! ER=Golgi! and! intra=Golgi! traffic! and!
interestingly! has! been! shown! to! regulate! the! formation! of! WIPI2! and! LC3! puncta!
(Huang! et! al.,! 2011;! Zoppino! et! al.,! 2010).! This! therefore! suggests! the! ER=Golgi!









The! current! view! on! the! membrane! sources! involved! in! autophagosome! formation! is! that!
multiple! organelles! and! organelle! contact! sites! provide! membrane! for! the! growing!
autophagosome.! These! sources! include,! the! endoplasmic! reticulum! (ER)! and! ER=associated!






















which! results! in! the! translocation! of! GABARAP! to! the! IM,! where! GABARAP! in! turn!
recruits!ULK1! (Joachim!et!al.,! 2015).! The!Golgi! therefore!plays!a! complex! role! in! the!
regulation!and!expansion!of!the!autophagosome.!!!
!
Finally,! it! is! now! accepted! that! contact! sites! also! play! an! essential! role! in!
autophagosome!biogenesis.!ER=mitochondria!contact!sites!have!been!shown!to!have!a!
role! in! autophagosome! formation! via! regulating! the! PI3K! complex! (Hamasaki! et! al.,!
2013;!Davis!et!al.,!2017).!During!starvation=induced!autophagy,!ER=plasma!membrane!
contact! sites! were! also! shown! to! regulate! PI3P! production! and! consequently!
autophagosome! formation! (Fernández=Busnadiego! et! al.,! 2015;! Nascimbeni! et! al.,!
2017).! For! membrane! sources! to! be! routed! to! the! autophagosome,! they! must! be!





The! endocytic! pathway! describes! the! routes! by!which!membrane!material! from! the!
cell!surface!is!internalised!and!sorted!for!degradation!or!recycling!back!to!the!plasma!
membrane.! The! regulation! and! balance! of! the! different! processes! in! the! endocytic!
pathway!are!vital! for!determining! the! composition!of! the! cell! surface!and!ultimately!








and! lipids! (Figure! 1.5).! This! regulation! is! achieved! through! a! multi=step! dynamic!
rearrangement!of!the!plasma!membrane.!The!process!of!capturing!membrane!bound!
proteins! or! extracellular! proteins! into! the! cell! is! called! endocytosis! (McMahon! and!
Boucrot,!2011).!The!internalised!cargo!then!enters!the!endosomal!network!(Grant!and!
Donaldson,!2009).!The!endosomal!network!consists!of!many!organelles!including,!early!
endosomes,! late! endosomes! and! lysosomes! (Huotari! and! Helenius,! 2011).! The!
endosomal! network! plays! an! essential! role! in! controlling! the! fate! of! cargo,! namely!
cargo!is!either!degraded!in!lysosomes!or!recycled!back!to!the!plasma!membrane!or!to!
the! trans=Golgi! network! (TGN)! (Hsu! et! al.,! 2012;! Johannes! and!Wunder,! 2011).! The!
TGN!is!also!able!to!deliver!cargo!to!the!endosomal!network!(Progida!and!Bakke,!2016).!







Phosphoinositides!are!extremely! important! in!defining!membrane! identities,!but!also!
have!other!essential!roles!in!the!cell,!such!as!cell!signalling!and!autophagy!(which!has!
been!discussed!above)!(Di!Paolo!and!De!Camilli,!2006;!Lemmon,!2008).!The!core!!
component! of! PIs! is! D=myo=inositol,! to! which! DAG! (diacylglycerol)! can! be! added!
through! a! phosphorylation! event! at! position!D1.! This! generates! phosphatidylinositol!
(PI),!which!can!be!mono=phosphorylated,!bis=phosphorylated!or!tris=phosphorylated!at!
positions! D3,! D4! and! D5,! generating! seven! phosphoinositide! species! (Cullen,! 2011).!
These! seven! phosphoinositides! are! uniquely! enriched! to! specific! cellular!membrane!
compartments!PI(3,4)P2,!PI(4,5)P2!and!PI(3,4,5)P3!are!found!at!the!plasma!membrane,!
PI3P!is!enriched!on!early!endosomal!membranes!whereas!PI(3,5)P2!is!a!marker!of!late!
endosomes! and! lysosomes,! PI4P! and! PI(4,5)P2! is! a! marker! of! the! Golgi,! and! as!
previously!discussed,!PI3P!is!found!on!autophagosomes!(Cullen,!2011;!Di!Paolo!and!De!










































and! is! transported! to! the! plasma! membrane! and! exocytosed! from! the! cell.! III)! enters! late!















et! al.,! 2016).! Furthermore! besides! PI(3)P,! both! PI(4)P! and! PI(5)P! are! found! on!
autophagosomes!(Vicinanza!and!Rubinsztein,!2016).!
!
The! phosphorylation! events! themselves! can! be! regulated! and! altered! through! the!
actions! of! kinases! and! phosphatases,! and! so! they! are! reversible! and! dynamic!
(Falkenburger! et! al.,! 2010).! The! functional! significance! of! the! different!
phosphoinositides! comes! from! the! recruitment! of! protein! domains! that! recognize! a!
specific! phosphoinositide! species.! The! phox! homology! (PX)! domain! and!
4.1/ezrin/radixin/moesin!(FERM)!domains!interact!with!PI3P,!the!pleckstrin!homology!












III! (Thorpe! et! al.,! 2014).! Each! of! the! lipid! kinases! is! able! to! catalyse! a! specific!




Rab! GTPases! are! an! extensive! family! of! small! Ras=like! guanosine! triphosphatases!
(GTPases,! Stenmark,! 2009).! Rabs! exist! in! either! an! active=GTP! bound! state! or! an!
inactive! GDP=bound! state! (Behnia! and! Munro,! 2005;! Stenmark,! 2009).! Rabs!
dynamically!recruit!and!interact!with!proteins!involved!in!the!regulation!of!membrane!





whereas! Rab7! is! localised! to! late! endosomes! and! lysosomes! (Stenmark,! 2009).! As!
discussed! above,! Rabs! also! play! an! important! role! in! autophagy! through! the!
recruitment!of!specific!effector!proteins!to!regulate!autophagosome=lysosome!fusion.!
In!addition!to!Rabs,!other!small!GTPases!also!have!also!been!revealed!to!have!a!role!in!
intracellular! trafficking.! For! example,! the! ADP=ribosylation! factor! (ARF)! family! are!




The! first! step! on! the! route! through! the! endocytic! pathway! involves! membrane!
internalisation!from!the!cell!surface.!This!can!occur!by!a!number!of!mechanisms!such!
as!phagocytosis!and!macropinocytosis,!which!require!actin!dependent!engulfment!of!
extracellular!material,! or! through! the! formation! of!membrane! invaginations! termed!
caveolae! or! clathrin! coated! pits! (CCP)! (Conner! and! Schmid,! 2003;! Doherty! and!
McMahon,! 2008;! Donaldson! et! al.,! 2009).! Whilst! the! relative! importance! of! these!
different!mechanisms!of!endocytosis!is!uncertain,!clathrin!mediated!endocytosis!(CME)!




CME! allows! the! specific! and! selective! internalisation! of! a! large! range! of! different!




selection! and! recruitment;! coat! assembly;! vesicular! scission;! and! coat! dissociation!
(Kirchhausen! et! al.,! 2014;! Bocking! et! al.,! 2014).! CCP! initiation! begins! with! the!
formation!of!a!‘nucleus’,!and!here!a!number!of!proteins!and!complexes!are!recruited!







binding!of! downstream!nucleation! factors! such! as! FCH!domain!only! (FCHO)!proteins!
and! EGFR! pathway! substrate! 15! (EPS15)! (Stimpson! et! al.,! 2009;! Henne! et! al.,! 2010;!
Reider! et! al.,! 2009;! Krauss! et! al.,! 2003).! Binding!of! these! factors! is! thought! to! allow!
initial!membrane!curvature,!with!FCHO!proteins!possessing!F=BAR!domains!(Henne!et!
al.,! 2010;! Reider! et! al.,! 2009).! Such!nucleation! factors,! as!well! as! PI(4,5)P2,! are! then!
believed! to! aid! in! the! recruitment! of! adapter! protein! 2! (AP2)! (Henne! et! al.,! 2010;!
Padron!et!al.,!2003).!AP2! is!capable!of!binding!to!PI(4,5)P2!and!this!binding!has!been!
shown! to!cause!a!conformational! change! in! its!µ2! subunit! (Honing!et!al.,!2005).!The!
conformational! change! in! AP2! allows! AP2! to! bind!motifs! in! the! cytoplasmic! tails! of!
membrane!proteins,!thereafter!the!binding!of!AP2!to!membrane!proteins!is!thought!to!
stimulate! cargo! selection! and! recruitment! (Collins! et! al.,! 2002;! Kelly! et! al.,! 2008;!
Knuehl! et! al.,! 2006;! Hinrichsen! et! al.,! 2003).! This! process! is! believed! to! result! in! a!
positive! feedback! loop! with! cargo! binding! promoting! lipid! kinase! activity! and! thus!
further!PI(4,5)P2!production!(Krauss!et!al.,!2006).!Therefore,!cargo!recruitment!is!also!
important!in!allowing!CCP!maturation,!with!those!that!fail!to!incorporate!cargo!being!









A! common! feature! of! adapter! proteins! such! as! AP2,! epsin,! AP180! and!HIP1! is! their!
ability!to!bind!clathrin!(Ford!et!al.,!2001;!Enqqvist=Goldstein!et!al.,!2001;!ter!Haar!et!al.,!
2000;!Drake! et! al.,! 2000;!McMahon!and!Boucrot,! 2011).! The! clathrin! coat! is! formed!
from!units!made!of!three!copies!of!the!clathrin!heavy!chain!(CHC)!which!are!bound!via!
their!C=terminal!domains!to!form!a!triskelion!with!three!legs!(Brodsky!et!al.,!2001).!The!
association! of! multiple! clathrin! triskelions! allows! the! formation! of! spherical! lattice!




clathrin! lattice! formation! stabilises! membrane! curvature! (McMahon! and! Boucrot,!
2011).!!However,!its!ability!to!actively!bend!the!membrane!is!uncertain!but!is!likely!due!
to! its! association!with! flexible! domains! of! adapter! proteins! (McMahon! and!Boucrot,!
2011).!The!lipid!kinase!PIK3C2A!was!recently!shown!to!play!a!role!in!the!maturation!of!
CCPs! (Posor! et! al.,! 2013;! Schoneberg! et! al.,! 2017).! PI3KC2A! is! recruited! to! CCPs!
immediately!after!their!formation.!Here,!the!lipid!kinase!produces!a!pool!of!PI(3,4)P2,!
which! leads! to! the! recruitment! of! sorting! nexin! 9! (SNX9),! a! BAR=domain! containing!
protein! that! has! preference! for!membrane! curvature! (SNX! proteins! are! discussed! in!
more! detail! below;! Schoneberg! et! al.,! 2017;! Posor! et! al.,! 2013;! Wigge! et! al.! 1997,!
Ferguson!et!al.!2009,!Sundborger!et!al.!2011).!At!the!neck!of!the!forming!vesicle,!SNX9,!
via!its!SH3!domain,!is!responsible!for!recruitment!of!dynamin!(Kosaka!and!Ikeda!1983;!
Lundmark! and! Carlsson,! 2005;! Soulet! et! al.,! 2005;! Posor! et! al.,! 2013).! Dynamin!
assembles! into! ring! like! structure!around! the!bud!neck! (Colom!et!al.,!2017;!Hinshaw!
and! Schmid,! 1995;! Sweitzer! and! Hinshaw,! 1998;! Stowell! et! al.,! 1999).! Here! it!
undergoes! GTP! hydrolysis! and! subsequent! conformational! change! that! narrows! the!
neck! until! scission! occurs! (Hinshaw! and! Schmid,! 1995;! Sweitzer! and!Hinshaw,! 1998;!
Stowell! et! al.,! 1999;! Roux! et! al.,! 2006;! Bashkirov! et! al.,! 2008;!Mattilia! et! al.,! 2015;!
Antonny!et!al.,!2016).!!
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Fotin! et! al.,! 2004;! Rapoport! et! al.,! 2008;! Xing! et! al.,! 2010).! How! this! process! is!
restricted!to!the!disassembly!of!the!clathrin!lattice!of!fully!formed!vesicles!is!unknown,!
but!may! rely!on!a! change! in! the!phospholipid! composition!of! the! vesicle!membrane!
(Lee! et! al.,! 2006;! Massol! et! al.,! 2006).! Alternatively,! it! may! be! regulated! by! the!
appearance!of!a!defect!in!the!clathrin!lattice!where!scission!took!place!(McMahon!and!
Boucrot,! 2011).! Following! endocytosis,! endosomes! and! endosome! subdomains! are!




In! addition! to! endocytosis,! clathrin! assemblies! also! play! a! role! in! the! formation! of!
vesicular! structures! from! other! membranous! structures! such! as! the! trans=Golgi!
network! (TGN)! and! endosomes! (Robinson,! 2004;! Meyer! et! al.,! 2000;! Hinners! and!
Tooze,!2003).!The!precise! role!of!clathrin,!and! the!mechanisms!of!vesicle!budding!at!
these!structures!is!much!less!well!defined!than!its!function!during!endocytosis.!Studies!
have! shown,! however! that! formation! of! CCVs! at! the! TGN! and! endosomes! uses!
different!adapter!proteins!than!those!used!for!endocytosis,!namely!AP1,!AP3!and!AP4!
(Wasiak! et! al.,! 2002;! Robinson! 2004).! The! association! of! AP3! and! AP4!with! CCVs! is,!
however,! uncertain.! Like! AP2,! these! adapter! proteins! are! able! to! bind! YXXΦ! and!
[D/E]XXXL[L/I]! motifs! on! the! cytosolic! tail! of! membrane! proteins! (Ohno,! 1995;!
Rapoport,!1998;!Bonifacin!and!Traub,!2003).!However!studies!have!suggested!that!AP1!
associates! with! PI(4)P! instead! of! PI(4,5)P2,! which! AP2! associates! with,! suggesting! a!







epsinR,! CCV! formation! is! believed! to! proceed! through! their! direct! interaction! with!









Following! endocytosis! and! clathrin! coat! dissociation,! vesicles! largely! mature! and!
change! their! components! with! the! introduction! of! Rab5! and! its! effectors,! early!
endosome!antigen!1!(EEA1)!and!phosphoinositide!3=kinase!(PI3K)!(Christoforidis!et!al.,!
1999;! Zerial! and! McBride,! 2001;! Behnia! and! Munro,! 2005;! Murray! et! al.,! 2016).!
Together!these!proteins!allow!the!generation!of!PI(3)P!which!facilitates!the!fusion!of!
newly! endocytosed! CCVs! with! early! endosomes! (otherwise! known! as! sorting!
endosomes)! (Grant! and! Donaldson,! 2009).! Early! endosomes! possess! a! pH! of!
approximately!6!that!results!in!disruption!of!ligand=receptor!interactions!(Presley!et!al.,!





then! lysosomes! for! degradation! (Grant! and! Donaldson,! 2009;! Huotari! and! Helenius,!
2011).!How!cargo! is! sorted!within! these! subdomains! is! relatively!poorly!understood;!
however,! monoubiquitylated! proteins! are! known! to! be! targeted! towards! MVBs!
(Gruenberg!and!Stenmark,!2004;!Slagsvold!et!al.,!2006;!Woodman!and!Futter,!2008).!








is! involved! in! the!enrichment!of!Rab5!and!PI3P!on!early!endosomes.!Specifically,! the!






VPS34,! which! produces! PI3P! (Christoforidis! et! al.,! 1999;! Shin! et! al.,! 2005).! It! is! not!
entirely! clear! how! the! cell! controls! the! switch! from! Rab5! to! Rab7;! however,! it! is!








membrane! for! re=use.!Within! cells,! two! types! of! recycling! pathways! are! believed! to!
exist! downstream! of! CME;! namely,! fast! recycling! and! slow! recycling! (Maxfield! and!
McGraw,! 2004).! Fast! recycling! involves! the! direct! shuttling! of! cargo! from! sorting!
endosomes! to! the! plasma!membrane,! and! its! existence! has! been! well! documented!




In! comparison! to! fast! recycling,! the! slow! recycling! pathway! has! been! relatively!well!
studied.! Slow! recycling! is! thought! to! involve! the! formation! of! a! subdomain! of! the!
sorting! endosome,! designated! as! the! endocytic! recycling! compartment! (ERC),!which!
often! has! a! tubular! structure! and! localises! to! the! juxtanuclear! region! (Grant! and!
Donaldson,!2009).!Central!to!the!identity!of!the!ERC!is!the!presence!of!Rab11!(Jones!et!
al.,!2006;!Traer!et!al.,!2007;!Maxfield!and!McGraw,!2004).!Rab11!replaces!Rab5!and!in!
turn! recruits! a! number! of! effector! proteins! that! coordinate! ERC! structure! and!
subsequent! endosomal! transport! (Sonnichsen! et! al.,! 2000;! Jones! et! al.,! 2006).! The!
movement!of!cargo!from!the!sorting!endosome!into!the!ERC!is!essential!for!preventing!
its! mis=sorting! into! the! degradative! pathway.! This! is! apparent! from! the! function! of!
sorting!nexin!4!(SNX4)!which!acts!along!with!dynein!to!move!cargo!destined!for!the!cell!




From! the! ERC! cargo! is! returned! to! the! plasma! membrane! or! TGN! (Maxfield! and!
McGraw,!2004;!Traer!et!al.!2007;!Xie!et!al.,!2016).!!
!
There! have! been! a! number! of! proteins! identified! that! play! essential! roles! in! cargo!





may! have! the! ability! to! bind! to! a! number! of! other! recycling! mediators! such! as!
Rab11FIP2!and!Alix! (Naslavsky!et!al.,!2006).!EHD1! is!also!potentially!able! to!mediate!
the!fission!of!cargo!carriers!from!the!ERC!(Jovic!et!al.,!2009;!Naslavsky!et!al.,!2006;!Shi!
et!al.,!2007;!Daumke!et!al.,!2007).!Whilst!the!majority!of!internalised!proteins!recycle!
back! to! the! plasma! membrane! via! the! ERC,! a! subset! of! proteins! which! have! some!
function! in! intracellular! trafficking! do! appear! to! have! distinct! recycling! routes.! For!
example,! following! its! endocytosis,! the! cation=independent! mannose=6=phosphate!
receptor! (CI=M6PR),! as!well! as! cycling! through! the! ERC,! can! remain! in! the!maturing!




endosomes! to! the!TGN! (Seaman!et!al.,! 1998).!Retromer! can!associate!with!different!
SNX!proteins!to!generate!sequence!dependent!specificity!in!the!recycling!and!retrieval!
of!cargo!to!specific!membrane!compartments!(Burd!and!Cullen.,!2014).!However,!in!a!
recent! publication,! the! role! of! retromer! in! CI=M6PR! trafficking! has! been! challenged!
(Simonetti! et! al.,! 2017).! In! this! study,! it! was! instead! shown! that! SNX5! and! SNX6!
associate!with!the!CI=M6PR!through!recognition!of!a!specific!WLM!endosome=to=TGN!
sorting! motif,! which! is! required! for! endosome=to=TGN! transport! (Simonetti! et! al.,!
2017).! Moreover,! the! recent! discovery! of! an! ancient! and! conserved! multiprotein!
complex! called! retriever,! was! shown! to! orchestrate! cargo! retrieval! and! recycling!





surface! recycling!of!α5β1! integrin! (McNally! et! al.,! 2017).! It! appears! likely,! therefore,!




Degradation! of! internalised! proteins! occurs! through! their! targeting! to! lysosomes! via!
late! endosomes! and! MVBs,! where! proteins! are! degraded! by! lysosomal! resident!
enzymes! (Huotari! and! Helenius,! 2011).! An! important! function! of! lysosomal!
degradation!is!to!modulate!signalling!following!cell!stimulation!(Huotari!and!Helenius,!
2011).! Degradation! of! membrane! proteins! in! the! lysosome! results! in! the! cell! being!
unresponsive! to! further! stimulation! until! new! receptors! have! been! synthesised! or!
intracellular! stores! mobilised.! The! targeting! of! proteins! to! the! lysosome! occurs! via!
mono=ubiquitylation!of!their!cytoplasmic!tails,!the!selection!of!which!takes!place!in!the!
early! endosome! (Raiborg! and! Stenmark,! 2009;! Komander! and! Rape,! 2012).! Early!
endosome! maturation! into! the! late! endosome! takes! place! with! the! conversion! of!
subdomains! from! Rab5! positive! to! Rab7! positive! (Rink! et! al.,! 2005;! Vonderheit! and!
Helenius,!2005).!This!switch!allows!the!exchange!of!cellular!machinery!such!that! late!
endosomes!are!only!able!to!fuse!with!other!late!endosomes!or!lysosomes!(Huotari!and!
Helenius,! 2011;! Nickerson! et! al.,! 2009).! In! addition! to! this! Rab! exchange,! the!
conversion!of!phosphoinositides!also!plays!an!important!role!in!endosome!maturation.!
During! conversion! of! early! endosomes! to! late! endosomes,! PI(3)P! is! converted! to!






interestingly,! their! formation! has! also! been! associated! with! clathrin! (Raiborg! et! al.,!
2002;!Sachse!et!al.,!2002).!The!accessory!proteins,!AAA=type!ATPase!vacuolar!protein=
associated! sorting! 4! (VPS4)! and! ALIX! are! also! involved! in! ILV! formation! (Hurley! and!





to! be! differentiated! from! the! limiting! lysosomal! membrane! (Huotari! and! Helenius,!
2011;!Granger!et!al.,!1990).!This!membrane!is!coated!with!glycosylated!proteins!which!




ubiquitin! tags!on!early! endosomal! proteins! and! cluster! tagged! cargo! together!whilst!
the! subsequent! recruitment! of! ESCRT=III! provides! the! means! to! invaginate! the!
membrane!and!form!ILVs!(Raiborg!and!Stenmark,!2009;!Hurley,!2008;!Teis!et!al.,!2010).!














Malhortra,! 2013).! By! definition,! canonical! autophagy! requires! core! ATG! proteins,!
endosomes! and! lysosomes! (Ktistakis! and! Tooze,! 2016).! Non=canonical! functions!
include! pathways! that! do! not! involved! lysosomal! degradation! (Ktistakis! and! Tooze,!
2016).! So! far! non=canonical! roles! have! been! implicated! in! signaling,! secretion!
trafficking,! antigen!presentation!and! immune! response! (Ponpuak!et!al.,! 2015;!Munz,!
2015).!Furthermore,!it!has!been!reported!that!a!truncated!form!of!ATG5!can!associate!











pathogens! have! developed! ways! of! subverting! the! autophagy! pathway! in! a! self=
benefiting! manner! (Bird! et! al.,! 2014;! Deretic! and! Levine,! 2009).! These! subverted!




2011;! Virgin! and! Levine,! 2009).! LAP! utilizes! the! ATG! proteins! to! promote! the!
degradation!of!bacterial!and!fungal!pathogens!(Sanjuan!et!al,!2007;!Zhao!et!al,!2008;!
Gong!et!al,!2011;!Lam!et!al,!2013;!Choi!et!al,!2013;!Martinez!et!al,!2015;!Selleck!et!al,!






to! have! a! role! in! the! removal! of! necrotic,! entotic! or! apoptotic! cells! (Martinez! et! al,!
2015).!Following!necrosis!or!apoptosis,!phosphatidylserine!(PtdSer)! is!exposed!on!the!












autophagic! B., abortus–containing! vacuole! (aBCV).! aBCVs! facilitate! bacterial! release!
and! infection!of!neighboring! cells,! therefore!promoting!B.,abortus! infection! (Starr!et!
al.,! 2012).! Similarly,! following!MHV! infection,! virions! replicate! in! double=membrane!
vesicles! (DMVs),! a! process! that! is! promoted! by! the! unlipidated! form! of! LC3! (LC3=I)!
(Zhao! et! al.,! 2007;! Reggiori! et! al.,! 2010).! The! ATG12=ATG5=ATG16! complex! has! also!
been!shown!to!have!a!role!in!preventing!mouse!norovirus!(MNV)!infection!(Hwang!et!
al.,! 2012).! During! infection! IFN=γ=activated! phagocytes! use! the! ATG12=ATG5=ATG16!
complex! to! prevent! the! formation! of! the! viral! replication! complex,! autophagy! itself!
having!no!effect!on!MNV!replication!(Hwang!et!al.,!2012).!In!a!recent!study,!an!siRNA!
screen! was! carried! out! to! determine! the! extent! to! which! ATG! proteins! affect! the!
replication!of!six!different!viruses;!herpes,simplex,virus:1!(HSV=1),!vaccinia,virus!(VaV),!
Semliki, Forest, virus! (SFV),!mouse, hepatitis, virus! (MHV),! encephalomyocarditis, virus!
(EMCV)!and!influenza,A,virus!(IAV)!(Mauthe!et!al.,!2016).!The!study!revealed!that!36%!
of! the! ATG! proteins! significantly! alter! the! replication! of! at! least! one! virus,! and! this!





Autophagy! is!well! known! to! be! linked!with! the! endocytic! and! endosomal! trafficking!
pathways,!with!autophagosomes!fusing!with! lysosomes!to!allow!degradation!of! their!
encapsulated! contents.! However,! more! recent! studies! are! revealing! how! these! two!
processes! are! much! more! intrinsically! linked! than! this! simple! end=point! fusion.!
Examples! of! the! roles! that! Rabs,! SNAREs! and! tethering! proteins! have! in! autophagy!
have! been! discussed! above.! In! addition,! recent! work! has! uncovered! the! surprising!





its! interaction! with! Tectonin! b=propeller=containing! protein! 2! (TECPR2)! and! COPII!




autophagy,! but! also! interacts!with! SEC24D,! a! component! of! the! COPII! coat!which! is!
required! for! ER! exit! site! formation! (Behrends! et! al.,! 2010;! Stadel! et! al.,! 2015).! As!
discussed! above,! ER! exit! sites! are! involved! in! autophagosome! formation.! Thus,! the!
non=canonical!role!of!LC3C!regulates!its!canonical!role.!!
!
In! a! recent! publication! from! the! Debnath! lab! has! elucidated! a! novel! role! for! ATG!
proteins! in!endosomal!functions;! importantly!these!roles!are!autophagy! independent!
(Murrow!et!al.,!2015;!Roy!et!al.,!2017).!Alix,!an!ESCRT=associated!protein,!was!shown!
to!bind! to! a!novel!ATG12=ATG3! conjugate!and! that! this! interaction!was! required! for!
Alix! functions,! such! as! exosome! biogenesis! and! viral! budding! (Murrow! et! al.,! 2015;!
Katoh!et!al.,!2003;!Segura=Morales!et!al.,!2005;!Strack!et!al.,!2003;!Thery!et!al.,!2002).!
Furthermore,! endolysosomal! trafficking! using! DQ! green! BSA! (DQ=BSA),! a! florescent!
probe! that! emits! fluorescence! as! it! traffics! through! the! endosomal! pathway! and! is!
ultimately!quenched! following!cleavage! in! the! lysosome,!was!aberrantly! trafficked! in!
ATG3,!ATG12!and!ATG5!deficient!cell!lines!(Murrow!et!al.,!2015).!ATG3!and!ATG12!null!
MEFs! showed! decreased! lysosomal! degradation;! however,! ATG5! null! MEFs! had!
increased! lysosomal! degradation! in! comparison! to! respective! wildtype! cell! lines.!
Importantly,! all! three! ATG=deficient! lines! were! autophagy=incompetent,! therefore!




been! investigated.! In! a! recent! study,! the! cell! surface! levels! of! MHC! class! I! were!
elevated!in!ATG5!and!ATG7!null!dendritic!cells!(Loi!et!al.,!2016).!It!was!shown!that!MHC!
class! I! Internalisation! was! abrogated! in! ATG5! deficient! cells.! It! was! suggested! that!
downstream! LC3! lipidation! is! crucial! for! the! Internalisation! and!degradation!of!MHC!
class!I.!However,!this!may!not!be!the!case,!and!perhaps!ATG5!is!directly!involved!in!the!
Internalisation!of!MHC!class!I.!Furthermore,!a!recent!study!looking!at!the!trafficking!of!
glucose! transporter! 1! (GLUT1),! has! argued! that! autophagy! in! association! with!
retromer,!plays!an!important!role!in!its!trafficking!(Roy!et!al.,!2017).!However,!many!of!
these! experiments!were! done! in! ATG5! null! cells! and! therefore! the! defect!may! be! a!





the! field.!However,! it!means! interpretations! following!ATG!specific!deletions!need!to!
be! cautiously! analysed! as! attributing! findings! to! canonical! autophagy! may! not! be!







autophagy! are! linked! to! many! human! disorders,! including! neurodegenerative!
disorders.!However,!although!much!work!has!been!done!to!understand!the!molecular!
mechanisms! regulating! autophagy,! there! is! still! much! that! is! unclear,! particularly!
regarding! the! expansion,! shaping! and! closure! of! the! autophagosome.! The! two! UBL!









UBL! conjugation! systems! have! in! autophagosome! formation,! and! to! identify! novel!
roles! outside! of! autophagy.! Specifically,! novel! interactors! of! ATG5! and! the! ATG12=
ATG5!conjugate!were!first!identified.!In!Chapter!3,!quantitative!unbiased!SILAC!based!
proteomics!was!carried!out!to!obtain!the!interactome!of!ATG5.!In!Chapter!4,!the!role!
of! some! of! these! interactors! was! investigated! further.! The! surprising! result! from!
Chapter!3!implicating!the!ATG12=ATG5!conjugate!in!protein!trafficking!and!specifically!
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Human! embryonic! kidney! (HEK)! 2937! T!
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DMEM!starvation!media! DMEM! without! L7glucose! and! L7glutamine! (Sigma7
Aldrich,!D5030)!
Starvation!media! 140mM! NaCl,! 1mM! CaCl2,! 1mM! MgCl2,! 5mM!
glucose!and!20mM!HEPES,!pH!7.4.!Working!solution!















































fresh! BSA)! for! 1! hour.! This! induced! starvation7
induced!autophagy!
3.!BafA1! Cells! treated! with! BafA1! for! 1! hour.! BafA1!
prevents! autophagosome! and! lysosomes! from!
fusing.!As!a!result!autophagic!flux!can!be!assessed.!!!













Acrylamide:bisacrylamide! (36.5:1,! 30%! (w/v)!
acrylamide)!
Severn!Biotech!Ltd.,!207210710!






















































































































































































































Mouse!IgG! HRP! Donkey! 1:25000! Jackson!
ImmunoResearch!
Rabbit!IgG! HRP! Donkey! 1:25000! Jackson!
ImmunoResearch!





Sheep!IgG! HRP! Donkey! 1:25000! Jackson!
ImmunoResearch!
Mouse!IgG! Alexa!Fluor!488! Goat! 1:400! Molecular! probes!
(Life!technologies)!
Mouse!IgG! Alexa!Fluor!532! Goat! 1:400! Molecular! probes!
(Life!technologies)!
Mouse!IgG! Alexa!Fluor!594! Donkey! 1:400! Molecular! probes!
(Life!technologies)!
Rabbit!IgG! Alexa!Fluor!488! Goat! 1:400! Molecular! probes!
(Life!technologies)!
Rabbit!IgG! Alexa!Fluor!594! Donkey! 1:400! Molecular! probes!
(Life!technologies)!
Sheep!IgG! Alexa!Fluor!594! Rabbit! 1:400! Molecular! probes!
(Life!technologies)!









coli#were! thawed! on! ice.! 1! μg! of! plasmid! DNA! was! then! added! and! the! cells! were!
gently!mixed.!The!cells!were!left!on!ice!for!30!min!followed!by!heat!shock!at!42°C!for!
45!sec!and!a!2!min!period!of!cooling!on!ice.!500!μl!of!LB!broth!was!then!added!and!the!




5! ml! or! 50! ml! overnight! liquid! cultures! of! E.coli! were! prepared! for! miniprep! or!







Plasmid! DNA! was! isolated! on! a! small! scale! using! the! Qiagen!Miniprep! Kit! (Qiagen,!
#27106)!according!to!the!manufacturer’s! instructions.!Larger!scale!purifications!were!
carried! out! using! a! HiSpeed! Midiprep! kit! (Invitrogen,! 12643)! according! to! the!
manufacturer’s! instructions.! The! concentration! yield! was! determined! using! a!





were! designed! using! the! online! tool:! QuikChange! Primer! Design!

























The!mixture!was! then! treated!with! the! restriction! enzyme!Dpn1! for! 1! hr! at! 37oC! to!











































DNA! was! then! added! to! tube! B.! The! contents! were! gently! mixed! and! left! at! room!
temperature!for!5!mins.!Tube!A!and!B!were!then!combined!and!mixed!and!incubated!
at! room! temperature! for!20!minutes.! The!mixture!was! then!added!drop7wise! to! the!
seeded! cells.! 4! hrs! post7transfection,! the! growth!media! was! removed! and! replaced!





PEI! (polyethylenimine)! transfections!were! carried!out! to! transfect!HEK!293T!cells! for!
lentivirus!production.!10mg/ml!stock!concentration!of!PEI!was!diluting!in!sterile!ddH20!















filtered! through! a! 0.45! μm! polyethersulfone! filter.! The! supernatant! containing! viral!














scraper.! 150! ul! was! typically! added! to! a! well! in! a! 6! well! plate.! Lysed! cells! were!










Gel!%! 12%! 10%! 8%! 4%!(stack)!
Lower/upper! 3!ml! 3!ml! 3!ml! 1.5!ml!
30%!Acrylamide! 4.8!ml! 4!ml! 3.4!ml! 0.8!ml!
Water! 4.2!ml! 5!ml! 5.8!ml! 3.7!ml!
10%!APS! 30!uL! 30!ul! 30!ul! 50!uL!





Gels! were! made! using! the! Bio7Rad! Mini! Protein! II! SDS7PAGE! gel! apparatus.! The!
resolving! gel! was! made! first! (typically! 8%).! The! gel! was! allowed! to! set! at! room!






Following! SDS7PAGE,! proteins! were! transferred! to! 0.45! μm! nitrocellulose! transfer!
membrane!(Protran®,!Whatman).!Ice7cold!transfer!buffer!(100!ml!10x!transfer!buffer,!
200!ml!methanol,! 2!ml! 10%SDS,!made! up! to! 1! L!with! ddH20)!was! used! to! soak! the!
transfer!cassette.!This!consisted!of:! filter!paper,!sponge,!gel,!membrane,! filter!paper,!




Nitrocellulose! membranes! were! blocked! for! 30! min! in! 5%! milk7TBST.! Primary!
antibodies! prepared! in! 5%! milk7TBST! were! then! added! to! the! membrane! and!
incubated!at!4oC!overnight.!Next,!3x!washes!in!TBST!for!5!min!each!were!carried!out,!
followed! by! incubation! with! HRP7conjugated! secondary! antibody! for! 1! h! at! room!
temperature.! 3x! washes! in! TBST! for! 5! min! were! again! carried! out.! Secondary!
antibodies! bound! to! the! membrane! were! detected! using! enhanced!






constructs! had! been! used! to! create! a! stable! cell! line.! These! cells!were! first!washed!
twice!with!ice!cold!PBS,!and!the!plates!kept!cold!on!ice.!1!ml!of!lysis!buffer!was!added!



























buffer! for!10!min! (to! inactivate!the!biotin).!The!quench!buffer!was!removed!and!the!
cells!were!lysed!in!1!ml!lysis!buffer.!A!cell!scrapper!was!used!to!collect!the!cells,!which!
were! then!cleared!at!20000!x!g! in!a! refrigerated!bench!microfuge! for!10!min!at!4oC.!
During!this!spin,!30!ul!of!streptavidin!beads!were!washed!3x!in!lysis!buffer.!The!cleared!
lysates!were!then!added!to!the!beads!and!rotated!at!4oC!for!30!min.!The!samples!were!
then!washed! 1x! in!wash! 1,! 1x! in!wash! 2! and! 1x! in!wash! 3.! Bead! pelleting! between!
washes!were!carried!out! in!a! refrigerated!bench!microfuge!at!2700!x!g! for!20!sec!at!











so!are!not! synthesised!by! the!cell.! These!amino!acids!are! incorporated! into!proteins!
successfully!after!6!doubling!events.!SILAC!labeling!was!used! in!this!thesis!to!capture!
the!ATG5!interactome!and!the!cell!surface!proteome!of!ATG5!null!MEFs!reconstituted!
with! GFP,! GFP7ATG5KR! or! GFP7ATG5WT.! Specifically,! GFP7only! cells! were! grown! in!
“light”!medium!(Arg0/Lys0;!R0K0),!GFP7ATG5KR!cells!were!grown!in!“medium”!media!
(Arg6/Lys4;! R6K4),! and! GFP7ATG5WT! cells! were! grown! in! “heavy”! medium!
(Arg10/Lys8;! R10K8).! Following! eight! doubling! events,! the! cells!were! then!harvested!








combined! during! the! final! wash! step! and! sent! to! the! proteomics! facility! at! the!





GFP7ATG5WT!or!GFP7ATG5KR!which!had!been! labeled!with! SILAC!media! (see!2.2.6.1!
SILAC! labelling),! following! basal! conditions! (fed)! or! following! 1! hour! starvation!
treatment.! Biotinylation! based! labelling! was! carried! out! as! described! 2.2.5!
Biotinylation! based! cell! surface! labeling! and! capture;! however,! the! samples! were!








Liquid! chromatography! coupled! to! tandem! mass! spectrometry! (LC7MS/MS)! analysis!
was! carried! out! using! an! LTQ! Orbitrap! Velos! mass! spectrometer! (ThermoFisher!
Scientific).! In! the! Bristol! University! Proteomics! facility! (and! performed! by! Dr! Kate!
Heesom),! gels! were! cut! into! 6! slices! using! an! automated! digestion! unit! (ProGest;!
Digilab! UK).! A! trypsin! digest! was! then! carried! out.! This! was! followed! by! peptide!
fractionation!(nano7HPLC!system!(UltiMate!3000,!Dionex),!ionization!(ES542;!proeson)!













with! a! score! value! of! <5! were! also! removed.! The! score! displays! the! protein! score,!
which!is!the!sum!of!the!scores!of!the!individual!peptides.!For!Sequest!results,!the!score!
is! the! sum! of! all! peptide! values! above! the! specified! score! threshold.! The! score!
threshold! is! calculated! as! follows:! 0.8! +! peptide! charge! ×! peptide_relevance_factor!
where!peptide_relevance_factor!is!an!advanced!parameter!of!the!SEQUEST!or!Sequest!
HT!node!in!the!“Protein!Scoring!Option”!category!with!a!default!value!of!0.4.!For!each!
spectrum,! the!Proteome!Discoverer!application!uses!only! the!highest! scored!peptide!
(Kate!Heesom,!University! of! Bristol).! Next,! two!ATG5! interactomes!were! derived:! (i)!










GFP7ATG5WT! (heavy)! vs! GFP7ATG5KR! (medium)! condition! were! removed.! (ii)! To!
determine!the!ATG5KR!interactome!proteins!which!were!<27fold!ratio!enriched!and!<2!
count! value! for!ATG5KR! (medium)! vs!GFP! (light),!were! removed.! Proteins! that!were!
also! <27fold! ratio! enriched! and! <2! count! value! for! ATG5KR! (medium)! vs! ATG5WT!




Panther! was! used! to! sort! the! two! ATG5! interactomes! (ATG5WT! interactome! and!
ATG5KR! interactome)! into! pie! charts.! The! accession! number! for! each! protein! were!
uploaded! and! then! proteins! were! sorted! for! the! ontology! of! biological! processes:!
cellular! component! organization! or! biogenesis! (GO:0071840);! cellular! process!
(GO:0009987);! developmental! process! (GO:0032502);! immune! system! process!
(GO:0002376);! localization! (GO:0051179);! locomotion! (GO:0040011);! metabolic!
process! (GO:0008152);! multicellular! organismal! process! (GO:0032501);! response! to!
stimulus! (GO:0050896);! biological! adhesion! (GO:0022610);! biological! regulation!
(GO:0065007).! To!access! the!groups!of!proteins!with!a! shared! function,!abundant! in!
the! interactomes!The!Gene!Ontology!Consortium!was!used.!The!enrichment!analysis!
function! of! this! online! software!was! used.! To! this! end! the! accession! number! of! the!
proteins! present! in! the! ATG5WT! interactome!were! uploaded! and!Mus#musculu#was!
selected;!a!list!of!different!biological!processes!was!generated!and!the!amount!of!hits!
within! the! uploaded! data! was! calculated.! The! lists! selected! include,! Transport! (GO:!








database! (http://string7db.org/)! of! protein7protein! interactions! (von! Mering! et! al.,!
2007).!This!database!was!used!to!identify!protein7complexes!from!the!high!confidence!
interactors! obtained! from! the!ATG5! interactome.! The!database! collates! data! from!4!
sources,!namely;!genomic!context!(genomic!proximity),!experimental!(shown!through!
experimental! procedures),! co7expression! (correlative! expression)! and! previous!
knowledge!(published!literature).!Experimental!evidence!was!used!for!STRING!analysis.!
STING! analysis! feature! was! used! to! cluster! proteins! groups.! This! was! according! to!
biological! processes,! which! is! determined! using! Gene! Ontology,! the! groups! include;!




The! results! were! first! analysed! using! a! Sequest! search! against! the! Uniprot! mouse!
database!and!then!filtered!to!remove!the!low!confidence!peptides!(those!identified!at!
<5%!FDR);!this!allows!one!to!have!95%!confidence!that!everything!in!the!dataset!was!
genuinely! present! in! the! sample.! The! following! data! analysis! was! done! under! the!
direction! of! Dr! David! Lee! (University! of! Bristol),! who! has! been! working! in!
bioinformatics! since! completing! his! PhD! in! 1999! and! has! extensive! experience! in!
analysing! complex! SILAC! data.! Firstly,! proteins! represented! by! single! peptides! and!
having! a! variance! value! for! each! condition! (i.e.! Heavy! (ATG5WT)! vs! Light! (GFP)),!
greater!than!100%!were!discarded.!The!variance!needs!to!be!taken!into!consideration!
with! this! sort! of! data! as! many! factors! such! as! cell! age,! cell! density,! environmental!
factors,! can! influence! the! cell! surface! protein! abundances.! The! data! was! then!
normalised! to!account! for!any!uneven! incorporation!of! the!SILAC! labelled!media.! To!
this! end! the!median! value! for! each! condition! was! found! and! subtracted! from! each!
value! to! create! a! new!median! value! of! 1.! Following! this! point! the! analysis! differed!
dependent!on!whether!fed!data!sets!or!starved!data!sets!were!analysed.!!
!
For# the# fed# data:! Proteins! that! appeared! in! at! least! 3! of! the! 4! data! sets! for! each!
comparison!were! identified,! to!do! this! the! accession! IDs!were!aligned!and!matching!















of! the! 4! fed! samples!were! identified.! The!mean! values! of! these! proteins!were! then!
determined! and! a! ratio! of! these!mean! values! calculated,!which!was! converted! to! a!
Log10! value.! A! T7test! was! carried! out! to! derive! p7values! of! potential! significant!
differences!between!the!means!of!the!fed!and!starved!data!sets,!which!was!converted!








transport”! (GO:0016192),! and! “organic! substance! transport”! (GO:0071702).! The!
accession!ID!of!proteins!within!these!groups!was!found!using!the!GeneOntology!online!
database.! These! accession! IDs! were! matched! to! the! accession! ID! of! the! proteins!
present! in! the!proteomics!data!and! the!corresponding!proteins!were!highlighted.!To!
show!the!distribution!of! these!protein!across! the!three!cell! lines,!volcano!plots!were!
used.!Volcano!plots!comparing!the!cell!surface!proteome!of!two!cell!lines!was!plotted!
and!proteins!within!an!GeneOntology!pathway!were!highlighted!on!the!plot!in!orange.!








Cells! were! prepared! for! immunofluorescent! microscopy! by! paraformaldehyde! (PFA;!







20! min.! This! was! followed! by! three! PBS! washes! and! incubation! with! appropriate!
fluorophore7conjugated!secondary!antibodies!for!20!min!as!above.!This!was!followed!
by! three! further! PBS! washes! and! incubation! with! DAPI! for! 5! min! Coverslips! were!







HQ! CCD! camera! (Photometrics,! AZ)! driven! by! MetaMorph! software! (Molecular!




Confocal! microscopy! was! carried! out! in! the! Wolfson! Bioimaging! Facility,! Bristol!
University.! A! Leica! SP57AOBS! confocal! laser! scanning!microscope! (63X!oil! immersion!
objective,! 1.4! NA;! or! 100X! oil! immersion! objective,! 1.4! NA)! attached! to! a! Leica! DM!







TIRF!microscopy!was! performed! using! a! Leica! AM! TIRF!MC! system!with! a! Leica! DM!




MetaMorph! software! was! used! to! quantify! puncta! numbers.! A! TopHat!morphology!
filter!was!used! to! score!circular!objects!of!a!5!pixel! (~1um)!diameter.!An!automated!







30ul! (1:30! in! PBS! with! 2%! vol/vol! FBS)! of! monoclonal! primary! antibody! LAT1!
conjugated!to!fluorophore!647!and!Incubated!for!30!min!on!ice.!A!single!wash!with!PBS!
with! 2%! vol/vol! FBS! was! then! carried! out.! The! cells! were! then! resuspended! in! PBS!
containing! 2%! vol/vol! FBS! and! 1%! wt/vol! PFA.! Samples! were! analysed! in! the! flow!











































hierarchical! recruitment!of! conserved!ATG!proteins! to! the!autophagosome!assembly!
site,!where!feedback!and!feed>forward!signalling!events!occur!between!these!proteins!
(Meijer! and! Codogno,! 2009).! However,! it! remains! unclear! precisely! how! the!
autophagosomal! membrane! is! shaped! and! elongated! to! incorporate! cargo,! and!
ultimately!sealed!to!sequester!cargo!from!the!cytosol.!In!addition!to!the!core!autophagy!
machinery! (exemplified!by!ATG!and! related!proteins),! a!number!of!accessory! factors!




parallel!membrane! trafficking!events! remains!unclear! (Mari!et!al.,!2011;!Davis!et!al.,!
2017).!!
!
The! two! ubiquitin>like! (UBL)! conjugation! systems,! which! includes! the! UBL! proteins!
ATG12!and!LC3B!(and!family!members),!in!the!first!and!second!system!respectively,!are!
understood! to! play! essential! roles! in! the! final! stages! of! autophagosome! biogenesis,!
specifically!during!autophagosome!shaping,!elongation!and!closure! (See!1.1.2.4).!The!
selective!deletion!of!key!components!of!these!two!systems!results!in!the!formation!of!




al.,! 2008)! in!mice!causes!neonatal! lethality! (within!one!day).! Intriguingly,!deletion!of!
these!genes!also!causes!a!suckling!defect!(Mizushima!and!Levine,!2010).!Thus,!the!two!
UBL! conjugation! systems! are! needed! for! steps! during! development.! Surprisingly!
however,! several! studies! have! shown! that! in! the! absence! of! the! UBL! conjugation!








To! identify!additional!proteins! involved! in! the!regulation!of! the!two!UBL!conjugation!
systems!and!any!novel!proteins!that!contribute!to!the!latter!stages!of!autophagosome!
formation,!SILAC>based!proteomics!was!carried!out!to!obtain!an!unbiased!interactome!
of! the! two! UBL! conjugation! systems;! namely! of! ATG5! and! ATG3.! ATG5! is! a! key!
component!of!the!first!UBL!conjugation!system!(see!Chapter!1—General!Introduction)!
that! is! constitutively! conjugated! to!ATG12! via! lysine!130! in!ATG5!and!glycine!140! in!
ATG12(Matlagel! et! al.,! 2013).! The! ATG12>ATG5! conjugate! binds! to! ATG16L1! and!
stimulates! the! lipidation!of!ATG8! family!members,! including!LC3B! in! the! second!UBL!
conjugation!system,!which!requires!the!action!of!the!E2>like!enzyme,!ATG3.!Specifically,!
threonine! 244! in! ATG3! has! been! shown! to! bind! to! the! non>lipidated! form! of! ATG8!
(Sakoh>Nakatogawa!et!al.,!2013).!Proteomic!investigations!were!carried!out!using!ATG5!
null!MEFs!reconstituted!with!GFP,!wildtype!GFP>ATG5!(GFP>ATG5WT)!or!mutant!GFP>
ATG5! K130R! (GFP>ATG5KR;! a! mutant! form! of! ATG5! that! cannot! be! conjugated! to!
ATG12).!The!use!of!mutant!and!wildtype!expressing!cell!lines!allowed!the!comparison!of!
an! interactome! where! autophagosome! formation! was! stalled! at! the! first! UBL!
conjugation!system!(cells!reconstituted!with!GFP>ATG5KR)!against!an!interactome!that!




The! triple! SILAC! proteomics! data! presented! in! this! chapter! uncovered! many! novel!
putative!ATG5!interactors,!many!of!which!have!roles!in!lipid!phosphorylation,!protein!
ubiquitination,! clathrin>mediated! trafficking! and! protein! trafficking! through! the!
endocytic! compartment.! Furthermore,! the! proteomic! screens! highlighted! the!
importance! of! the! ATG12>ATG5! conjugate! as! a! potential! protein>protein! interaction!
platform! (Armstrong! et! al.,! 2012),! as!many! putative! interactions!were! absent! in! the!













systems! for! the!proposed!proteomics! analysis,! their! autophagic! responses!were! first!




autophagosome!and! lysosome!fusion!and!as!a!result!assesses!basal!autophagic! flux! >!
cells!were!treated!for!1!hour;!(iv)!starvation!plus!bafilomycin!A1!(SB),!cells!were!treated!
for!1!hour!in!the!presence!of!BafA1!to!assess!starvation>induced!autophagic!flux;!and!





(Figure! 3.1A).! These! cells! were! confirmed! to! be! wildtype! and! null! for! endogenous!
ATG12>ATG5,!following!immunoblot!analysis!with!an!antibody!that!targets!the!ATG12>
ATG5! conjugate;! no! ATG12>ATG5!was! present! in! ATG5! null!MEFs.! Next! endogenous!
levels! of! LC3B>I! (non>lipidated)! and! LC3B>II! (lipidated)! were! assessed! following! the!
autophagy!assay.!There!was!no!lipidated!LC3B!(LC3B>II)!in!ATG5!null!MEFs,!confirming!
the!inability!of!these!cells!to!form!mature!autophagosomes.!However,!levels!of!lipidated!



































null! cells! lacked! either! ATG5! or! ATG3! accordingly.! LC3B! a! marker! for! late! stages! of!
autophagosome!biogenesis!and!P62!an!autophagosome!cargo!protein!were!also!immunoblotted!
to!determine!the!autophagic!response!of!the!different!cell!lines,!following!an!autophagy!assay.!
Tubulin! was! used! as! a! loading! control.! The! immunoblots! above! are! representative! for! n=3.!
Abbreviations!for!the!autophagy!assay:!C,!control!(basal);!S,!starved!(1!h!starvation!media);!B,!
BafA1! (1! h! DMEM!with! bafilomycin! A1);! SB,! starved! plus! BafA1! (1! h! starvation!media! with!




















































induced! autophagy,! these! levels! increased.! LC3B>II! levels! were! further! increased!
following!BafA1!treatment!and!peak!levels!of!LC3B>II!were!seen!following!Starvation!plus!
BafA1! treatment.! These! levels! were! reduced! following! refeed! conditions! but! were!
slightly!higher! for! the! refeed!plus!BafA1! treatment.!P62! levels!were!also!elevated! in!
ATG3!null!MEFs!compared!to!ATG3!wildtype!MEFs;!in!these!cells!P62!levels!were!lowest!
following!starvation>induced!autophagy!and!highest!following!BafA1!treatment,!which!
was! also! observed! for! ATG5! wildtype! cells.! Taken! together! the! data! confirms! that!
autophagosomes!are!not!formed!in!either!ATG5!or!ATG3!null!MEFs,!and!that!these!cells!





























































































































































































that! autophagic! flux! had! been! impaired.! Highest! levels! of! WIPI2! and! LC3B! puncta!
numbers!were!seen!for!the!starved!plus!BafA1!treatment!(Figure!3.2A,!C!and!Figure!3.3A,!
C).! Therefore,! following! immunofluorescence! analysis! both! wildtype! cells! showed! a!
dynamic!autophagic!flux!response!to!the!autophagy!stimuli.!!
!
After! determining! the! autophagic! response! of! ATG5! and! ATG3! wildtype! MEFs,! the!
response!of!ATG5!and!ATG3!null!MEFs!was!next!characterised!using!the!same!autophagy!
assay!(Figure!3.2B,!C!&!Figure!3.3B,!C).!These!cells!showed!a!clearly!defective!autophagic!





























































































Control# Starved# BafA1# Starved#+#BafA1#
















































either:! GFP>ATG5WT,! which! should! rescue! autophagosome! formation,! and! so! cells!
expressing!this!construct!should!behave!similar!to!ATG5!wildtype!cells;!GFP!(negative!
control);!or!GFP>ATG5K130R!(ATG5KR).!The!ATG5KR!mutant!cannot!be!conjugated!to!




used!to!create! these! three!stable!cell! lines!and!FACS!sorting!was!used!to!select!cells!
expressing!the!GFP>tagged!constructs!at!a!medium!level,!as!high!expression!levels!have!
been!shown!to!be!detrimental!to!the!cells.!To!assess!the!autophagic!response!of!these!




and! GFP>ATG5KR! formed! puncta,! which! increased! following! BafA1! treatment! and!
starvation>induced! autophagy! and! importantly! appeared! to! colocalise! with! WIPI2.!
However,! it!was! striking! that! there! appeared! to! be!more!GFP>ATG5KR!puncta,! even!
during!control!conditions,!in!cells!expressing!this!construct!compared!to!GFP>ATG5WT.!
This! suggested! that! cells! expressing! GFP>ATG5KR! accumulated! nascent,! immature!
autophagosomes!and!progression!to!a!mature!autophagosome!was!stalled.!To!assess!
this,!LC3B!puncta!numbers!were!assessed!for!the!three!stable!cell! lines.!As!expected,!
levels! of! LC3B! under! control! conditions! remained! low! and! so! it!was! not! possible! to!










































































































































































































































































stable! cell! lines.! There! was! significantly! elevated! WIPI2! puncta! numbers! for! cells!
expressing!GFP>ATG5KR!or!GFP!under!basal!conditions!and!following!BafA1!treatment,!




increased! for! GFP>ATG5WT! expressing! cell! but! remained! similar! for! GFP! and! GFP>
ATG5KR! expressing! cells.! Therefore! GFP>ATG5WT! expressing! cells! were! able! to!
dynamically! respond! to! autophagy! stimuli! and! upregulate! the! synthesis! of!
autophagosomes.!!
!
Immunoblot! analysis! revealed! GFP>ATG5WT! expressing! cells! formed! lipidated! LC3B,!
however! these! levels!were! somewhat! higher! than! expected! under! basal! conditions,!
when! comparing! levels! seen! following! immunofluorescence! analysis! and! for! ATG5!
wildtype!MEFs! (Figure!3.4D!&!Figure!3.1).!Highest! levels!of! lipidated!LC3B!were!seen!
following! BafA1! treatment! and! levels! were! reduced! following! starvation>induced!
autophagy,! although! they! were! increased! following! starvation! plus! bafilomycin!
treatments! (Figure! 3.4D).! This! result! was! somewhat! surprising! as! the!
immunofluorescence! analysis,! which! identifies! lipidated! and! non>lipidated! LC3B,!
showed! higher! LC3B! puncta! numbers! following! starvation>induced! autophagy!
compared!to!following!BafA1!treatment.!The!reason!for!these!differences!is!unclear.!P62!
levels! were! also! analysed! using! immunoblot! analysis;! as! expected! for! GFP>ATG5WT!









three! cell! lines! behaved! as! desired! (i.e.! GFP>ATG5WT! rescued! autophagosome!
formation;!GFP>ATG5KR!stalled!the!progression!of!autophagosome!biogenesis;!and!GFP!
expressing!cells!behaved!as!a!negative!control),!these!three!cell!lines!were!next!used!to!
carry! out! quantitative! triple! SILAC! based! proteomics! to! obtain! an! unbiased! global!
proteome!of!ATG5.!!
!








3.5).! GFP>ATG3WT! was! expected! to! colocalise! with! WIPI2! and! rescue! LC3B! puncta!
formation;!however,!GFP>ATG3WT!showed!very!partial!colocalisation!with!WIPI2!during!
both! basal! and! starvation>induced! autophagy! (Figure! 3.5A).! Correspondingly,!
autophagosome! formation! (LC3B! puncta)! was! not! rescued! in! basal! conditions! or!
following!starvation>induced!autophagy!in!GFP>ATG3WT!expressing!cells!(Figure!3.5A).!
The!reasons!for!this!are!unclear.!Moreover,!GFP>ATG3TA!did!not!colocalise!with!WIPI2!
puncta! and! as! would! be! expected,! no! LC3B! puncta! were! seen! (Figure! 3.5B).! To!
investigate! whether! the! GFP! tag! was! interfering! with! the! functionality! of! ATG3,! a!

































the!GFP>traps!were! then! resolved!by! SDS>PAGE,! followed!by! liquid! chromatography>

















calculated! as! follows:! 0.8! +! peptide! charge! ×! peptide_relevance_factor! where!
peptide_relevance_factor!is!an!advanced!parameter!of!the!SEQUEST!or!Sequest!HT!node!
in!the!“Protein!Scoring!Option”!category!with!a!default!value!of!0.4.!For!each!spectrum,!



















(ii)%To! determine! the! ATG5KR! interactome,! proteins! which! were! <2>fold! ratio!
enriched!and!<2!count!value!for!ATG5KR!(M)!vs!GFP!(L),!were!removed.!Proteins!


















for! each! protein! was! uploaded! and! then! proteins! were! sorted! for! the! ontology! of!


































































were! discarded.! This! was! repeated! for! ATG5KR! vs! GFP>only.! To! generate! the! ATGWT!
interactome,!proteins!that!were!<2!fold!ratio!enriched!and!<2!count!in!the!ATG5WT!>!heavy!vs!
ATG5KR!>!medium!datasets!were!removed.!The!reciprocal!analysis!was!carried!out!for!ATG5KR!>!



























process! (GO:0008152);! multicellular! organismal! process! (GO:0032501);! response! to!
stimulus! (GO:0050896);! biological! adhesion! (GO:0022610);! biological! regulation!
(GO:0065007).! This! revealed! that! the! majority! of! proteins! present! in! the! ATG5WT!
interactome! were! involved! in! cellular! processes! (28.8%).! Many! proteins! were! also!
involved!in!metabolic!processes!(21.3!%),!cellular!component!organisation!or!biogenesis!
(15.6%)! and! localisation! (12.5%).! The! same! analysis! was! done! for! the! ATG5KR!
interactome! (Figure! 3.7A)! and! revealed!many!proteins!were! also! involved! in! cellular!
processes! (30.6%)! and!metabolic! processes! (22.2%).!However,! only! 2.8%!of! proteins!
were! associated! with! localisation! and! 2.8%! for! cellular! component! organisation! or!








numbers! in! the!boxes;! on! the! right! 72! for!ATG5WT!and! left! 18! for!ATG5KR,! are! the!
remaining!proteins!which!had!a!fold!ratio!value!>2.!Proteins!depicted!in!the!overlapping!
(middle)!region!of!the!Venn!diagram!represent!proteins!that!were!not!enriched!for!one!
interactome! over! the! other.! These! proteins! had! a! fold! ratio! value! of! 1! for! both! the!
ATG5WT! interactome! and! ATG5KR! interactome,! or! a! value! <1.010! for! the! ATG5WT!
interactome!or!a!value!<1.010!for!the!ATG5KR!interactome.!The!number!represents!the!
remaining!proteins!which!had!a!fold!ratio!value!<2,!512.!It!was!clear!that!the!majority!of!
proteins! did! not! show! an! enrichment! for! ATG5WT! vs! ATG5KR! and! vice! versa! (535!
proteins!in!the!middle!section).!However,!102!proteins!showed!an!enrichment!for!the!
ATG5WT!interactome!whereas!only!48!proteins!showed!an!enrichment!for!the!ATG5KR!


















































ATG5KR! interactome,! bottom,! was! generated! using! PANTHER.! The! ontology! of! biological!
processes:! cellular! component! organization! or! biogenesis! (GO:0071840);! cellular! process!
(GO:0009987);!developmental!process!(GO:0032502);! immune!system!process!(GO:0002376);!
localization! (GO:0051179);! locomotion! (GO:0040011);! metabolic! process! (GO:0008152);!
multicellular!organismal!process!(GO:0032501);!response!to!stimulus!(GO:0050896);!biological!
adhesion! (GO:0022610);! biological! regulation! (GO:0065007)!was! selected.! (B)! Venn! diagram!
comparing! the! ATG5WT! interactome! vs! the! ATG5KR! interactome.! The! top! 30! proteins! that!
showed!the!highest!fold!ratio!value!in!the!ATG5WT!interactome!are!shown!on!the!left!and!for!
the!ATG5KR!interactome!are!shown!on!the!right.!The!numbers!in!the!boxes!on!the!left,!72!and!
right,! 18,! are! the! remaining! proteins! which! had! a! fold! ratio! value! >2! in! the! respective!
interactomes.! Proteins! depicted! in! the! overlapping! (middle)! region! of! the! Venn! diagram!



















appeared! that!many! of! the! proteins!most! enriched! in! the! ATG5KR! interactome! had!






used.! To! this! end! the! accession! number! of! the! proteins! present! in! the! ATG5WT!
interactome!were!uploaded!and!Mus$musculus$was!selected;!a!list!of!different!biological!
processes! was! generated! and! the! amount! of! hits! within! the! uploaded! data! was!
calculated.! 32! proteins! in! the! ATG5WT! interactome! were! associated! with! transport!
(GO:0006810)! (Table! 3.1).! This! was! a! significant! proportion! of! the! total! number! of!
proteins!enriched!in!the!ATG5WT!interactome!and!many!proteins!were!associated!with!
clathrin>dependent! endocytosis! (GO:0072583)! (Table! 3.2).! As! expected! there! were!
many!proteins!associated!with!autophagy,!which!have!been!shown!in!Table!3.3.!Looking!
next!at!the!ATG5KR! interactome!using!the!same!Gene!Ontology!enrichment!analysis,!
surprisingly! the! only! hit! that! came! up! was! extracellular! matrix! organisation!
(GO:0030198)! Table! 3.4.! Therefore,! comparing! the! GFP>ATG5WT! and! GFP>ATG5KR!
interactomes,!revealed!that!the!majority!of!proteins,!which!showed!enrichment!in!the!
GFP>ATG5WT! interactome!compared! to! the!GFP>ATG5KR! interactome,!were!proteins!
involved! in! intracellular! trafficking! and! autophagy! (as! expected! from! initial!



















P60521! GABARAPL2! 100.000! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 71.66!!
Q68FD5! CLH1! 46.149! 100.000! 0.010! 0.114! 600.82!!
Q9CPX6! ATG3! 81.825! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 324.34!!
Q9EPK6! SIL1! 4.245! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 5.30!!
P39053! DNM1!! 100.000! 94.335! 0.011! 0.684! 43.86!!
Q9JKY5! HIP1R! 100.000! 23.723! 0.042! 0.742! 60.33!!
P17426! AP2A1! 10.909! 15.395! 0.065! 0.609! 83.06!!
P35585! AP1M1! 9.042! 14.268! 0.070! 0.973! 13.52!!
P62743! AP2S1! 28.313! 7.944! 0.126! 2.200! 7.62!!
Q9DBG3! AP2B1! 8.085! 7.838! 0.128! 0.987! 81.04!!
P17427! AP2A2! 9.287! 7.276! 0.137! 1.256! 77.01!!
Q8C0J2! ATG16L1! 100.000! 6.478! 0.154! 27.903! 342.83!!
Q8BI84! MIA3! 2.333! 6.098! 0.164! 0.076! 5.18!!
Q80SW1! AHCYL1! 5.520! 5.205! 0.192! 0.903! 25.09!!
Q61879! MYH10! 3.032! 3.999! 0.250! 0.738! 43.23!!
A2AWA9! RABGAP1! 2.473! 3.809! 0.263! 0.649! 6.03!!
Q8BUK6! HOOK3! 14.959! 3.502! 0.286! 100.000! 7.53!!
Q78HU3! MB12A! 2.223! 2.978! 0.336! 0.812! 5.42!!
Q6P9Q4! FHOD1! 2.705! 2.896! 0.345! 0.696! 7.81!!
Q9WUQ2! PREB! 2.712! 2.870! 0.348! 1.057! 13.31!!
O08547! SC22B! 3.101! 2.725! 0.367! 1.362! 10.18!!
Q9DB05! NAPA! 5.344! 2.545! 0.393! 1.331! 16.51!!
P80314! TCPB! 3.157! 2.418! 0.414! 1.113! 77.57!!
P63101! 1433Z! 2.232! 2.298! 0.435! 0.883! 53.22!!
P80316! TCPE! 2.138! 2.273! 0.440! 0.928! 51.65!!
Q9CQV8! 1433B! 3.315! 2.258! 0.443! 1.441! 42.77!!
P80317! TCPZ! 2.494! 2.197! 0.455! 1.125! 54.20!!
P11983! TCPA! 2.205! 2.133! 0.469! 1.007! 79.23!!
Q9D1M0! SEC13! 2.849! 2.067! 0.484! 1.151! 13.02!!
P80315! TCPD! 2.271! 2.062! 0.485! 1.016! 106.00!!
P80318! TCPG! 2.089! 2.023! 0.494! 1.061! 120.84!!
Q60960! KPNA1!! 2.870! 2.013! 0.497! 1.807! 39.65!!
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Q9CQY1! ATG12! 18.097! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 48.36!!
P60521! GABARAPL2! 100.000! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 71.66!!
Q68FD5! CLH1! 46.149! 100.000! 0.010! 0.114! 600.82!!
Q9CPX6! ATG3!! 81.825! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 324.34!!
Q9ESK9! RBCC1! 31.434! 100.000! 0.010! 0.011! 48.78!!
Q8C0J2! ATG16L1! 100.000! 6.478! 0.154! 27.903! 342.83!!
P27612! PLAA! 2.672! 2.632! 0.380! 0.534! 11.59!!
Q99J83! ATG5! 55.399! 2.601! 0.384! 100.000! 367.86!!
!












Q61292! LAMB2! 1.000! 0.010! 100.000! 100.000! 14.88!!
P11087! CO1A1! 1.949! 0.071! 14.097! 100.000! 26.73!!
P18406! CYR61! 2.033! 0.125! 8.030! 8.731! 8.10!!
P09055! ITGB1! 3.946! 0.177! 5.649! 24.298! 6.13!!















Q68FD5! CLH1! 46.149! 100.000! 0.010! 0.114! 600.82!!
P39053! DNM1! 100.000! 94.335! 0.011! 0.684! 43.86!!
P17426! AP2A1! 10.909! 15.395! 0.065! 0.609! 83.06!!









B1AWE0! CLTA! 86.452! 100.000! 0.010! 0.012! 24.77!!
Q3TZU7! SNX9! 49.013! 100.000! 0.010! 0.045! 45.82!!
Q9CQY1! ATG12! 18.097! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 48.36!!
Q3UIZ0! GAK! 41.810! 100.000! 0.010! 0.020! 48.65!!
Q9ESK9! RB1CC1! 31.434! 100.000! 0.010! 0.011! 48.78!!
P60521! GABARAPL2! 100.000! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 71.66!!
Q3TAB9! ATG7! 46.072! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 204.66!!
Q9CPX6! ATG3! 81.825! 100.000! 0.010! 0.010! 324.34!!
Q68FD5! CLTC! 46.149! 100.000! 0.010! 0.114! 600.82!!
P39053! DNM1! 100.000! 94.335! 0.011! 0.684! 43.86!!
F8VPL2! PIK3C2A! 55.352! 88.334! 0.011! 0.342! 53.28!!
G3X9G4! DNM2! 35.464! 78.710! 0.013! 0.396! 111.81!!
B7ZWC4! IGF2R! 26.275! 41.385! 0.024! 0.369! 28.69!!
D3Z656! SYNJ1! 17.100! 38.822! 0.026! 0.615! 10.62!!
B2RY79! DOCK9! 2.157! 26.680! 0.037! 0.050! 11.63!!
Q3TD51! PICALM! 10.265! 24.624! 0.041! 0.407! 31.43!!
Q9JKY5! HIP1R! 100.000! 23.723! 0.042! 0.742! 60.33!!
Q8BTU6! ELF4A2! 3.062! 22.427! 0.045! 0.082! 45.68!!
P17426! AP2A1! 10.909! 15.395! 0.065! 0.609! 83.06!!
P35585! AP1MI! 9.042! 14.268! 0.070! 0.973! 13.52!!
Q9DBG3! AP2B1! 8.085! 7.838! 0.128! 0.987! 81.04!!
Q08091! CNN1! 4.278! 7.478! 0.134! 0.551! 29.74!!
P17427! AP2A2! 9.287! 7.276! 0.137! 1.256! 77.01!!
Q8CC03! AP1G1!! 16.283! 7.192! 0.139! 2.288! 13.82!!
Q3TWV4! AP2M1! 12.296! 7.057! 0.142! 1.099! 34.76!!
Q5SVG5! AP1B1! 8.141! 6.996! 0.143! 1.164! 64.85!!




















Q8CG19! LTBP>1! 1.000! 0.010! 100.000! 100.000! 10.18!!
Q3UGP0! DCKL1! 1.000! 0.010! 100.000! 100.000! 11.07!!
Q61292! LAMB2! 1.000! 0.010! 100.000! 100.000! 14.88!!
Q9DC23! DNAJC10! 1.000! 0.010! 100.000! 100.000! 33.55!!
Q3UGQ1! TRP53! 1.000! 0.026! 37.923! 75.272! 15.36!!
Q3TGL4! FBLN2!! 1.341! 0.057! 17.559! 76.850! 53.74!!
P11087! COL1A1! 1.949! 0.071! 14.097! 100.000! 26.73!!
E9PX70! COL12A1! 1.645! 0.090! 11.089! 72.752! 30.54!!
Q9CT37! HNRNPR! 1.300! 0.099! 10.063! 13.079! 15.09!!
P07742! RRM1! 1.162! 0.108! 9.287! 14.111! 27.98!!
B1AQR8! LGALS9! 0.497! 0.120! 8.303! 2.479! 22.60!!







































process! (defined! by! Gene! Ontology).! Looking! at! the! ATG5WT! high! confidence! hits!
interactome!(Figure!3.8A)!the!groups!shown!include:!vesicle!mediated!transport!–!red!
(GO:0016192);!clathrin!mediated!endocytosis!–!blue!(GO:0072583);!autophagy!–!green!
(GO:0016236);! Intracellular! transport! –! yellow! (GO:0046907).! It!was! clear! that! there!
were! two!mains! groups! of! proteins! present,! those! involved! in! autophagy! and! those!
involved! in! trafficking.! As! discussed! in! the! introduction,! autophagy! and! intracellular!
trafficking!pathways!are!highly!interconnected.!However,!it!was!striking!that!ATG5WT!
appeared!to!be!forming!putative!interactions!with!many!proteins!involved!in!trafficking!




The! significance! of! the! data! presented! here! is! that! the! ATG12>ATG5! conjugate! is!
required!to!support!these!putative!interactions;!meaning!that!ATG5!in!its!autophagy>










Many! of! the! proteins! present! in! the! ATG5WT! interactome! were! known! ATG5!







































biological! processes,! which! is! determined! using! Gene! Ontology.! Colours! differentiate! these!
separate!groups:!vesicle!mediated!transport!–!red!(GO:0016192);!clathrin!mediated!endocytosis!
–! blue! (GO:0072583);! autophagy! –! green! (GO:0016236);! Intracellular! transport! –! yellow!




































ATG5WT,! or! GFP>ATG5KR! (Figure! 3.9).! The! immunoprecipitates! were! then!
immunoblotted!for!proteins!of!interest.!These!experiments!clearly!showed!the!presence!
of! ATG16L1! in! both! GFP>ATG5WT! and! GFP>ATG5KR! pull>downs,! arguing! that! the!
interaction!between!ATG5!and!ATG16L1! is! independent!of!ATG12!conjugation!to! the!
former.! Interestingly,! proteins! involved! in! clathrin>mediated! trafficking,! including!
PIK3C2A,!HIP1R,! CI>M6PR,!were! shown! to! interact!with!ATG5WT! following!GFP>Trap!
analysis.!The!implications!of!these!interactions!are!discussed!in!the!following!chapter.!
SNX9! could! not! be! detected! in! either! pull>down,! and! no! interaction! was! seen! for!
cytoskeletal!motor!proteins!DNM1,!DNM2!or!MYO5A.!This!suggests!ATG12>ATG5!may!






ATG8/LC3>labelled! autophagosomes.! Cells! lacking! key! components! of! the! two! UBL!



























































ATG5! interactors.! The! ATG5WT! interactome! has! also! identified! a! number! of! high!
confidence!putative!interactors!implicated!in!proteins!trafficking!and!clathrin>mediated!
trafficking.! Furthermore,! some! of! these! proteins! validated! following! immunoblot!
analysis,!including!PIK3C2A,!HIP1R!and!CI>M6PR.!
!
3.3.1! ATG5! and! ATG3! are! vital! for! the! formation! of! LC3B/positive!
autophagosomes!!
ATG5!and!ATG3!play!an! important!role! in!the!formation!of!mature!autophagosomes.!
The! loss! of! these! key! proteins! prevents! autophagosome! formation! as! measured! by!
immunoblotting! and! immunofluorescence! with! anti>LC3B! antibodies! following! an!
autophagy! assay! (Figures! 3.1! –! 3.3).! This! assay! used! starvation! and! bafilomycinA1!
treatment!to!monitor!autophagic!flux.!However,!it!should!be!noted!that!bafilomycinA1!
could! affect! pathways! other! than! autophagy,! such! as! trafficking! through! the! late!
endosome!and!therefore!this!needs!to!be!taken!into!considerable!when!the!results!are!
interpreted.! Never! the! less,! the! re>expression! of! GFP>ATG5WT! into! ATG5! null!MEFS!
rescued!the!formation!of!autophagosomes,!as!shown!through!LC3B!puncta!formation!
(Figure!3.4).! !However,! the! re>expression!of!GFP>ATG3WT! in!ATG3!null!MEFs!did!not!
rescue!LC3B!puncta!formation.!The!reasons!for!this!are!unclear;!however,!the!catalytic!
site!of!ATG3! is! located! at! the!C>terminus! and! therefore! the! addition!of!GFP!may!be!
disrupting!the!function!of!this!protein!(Yamada!et!al.,!2007),!although!GFP>tagged!to!the!
N>terminus!was!also!not!sufficient!to!rescue!autophagosome!formation.!This!problem!
could! be! overcome! using! an! immunoprecipitation! approach! using! untagged! ATG3!
constructs.! Future!experiments! creating! a!proteomic! temporal!map! for! the!different!
stages!of!autophagosome!formation!will!undoubtedly!provide!extensive!novel! insight!
into!the!spatial!and!temporal!regulations!that!govern!the!two!UBL!conjugation!systems!
and! late! stages! of! autophagosome! formation.! Interestingly,! in! contrast! to! the! data!
presented!above!a!recent!publication!by!Tsuboyama!et!al.,!2016,!has!reported!that!the!
ATG!conjugation!systems!are!not!absolutely!required!for!autophagosome!formation!but!
play! an! important! role! in! the! efficient! degradation! of! the! inner! autophagosomal!














ATG5!and!ATG5! interactors! (Behrends!et!al.,!2010,!Erbil!et!al.,!2016).!Comparing! the!
ATG5WT!and!ATG5KR!interactomes!presented!above!has!provided!novel! insights!into!




with! other! proteins! (Armstrong! et! al.,! 2012;! Otomo! et! al.,! 2013).! Therefore,! future!
experiments! should! focus! on! elucidating! the! exact! residues! within! the! identified!
interactors! that! interact! with! the! surface! patch! and! the! precise! residues!within! the!
surface!patch,!other!than!K130,!that!bind!to!the!interactors,!using!mutagenesis!analysis.!!
!
A! limitation! to! proteomics! investigation! lies! in! the! sensitivity! of! this! technique.! It!




in! fact! represented! interactions!with!ATG16L1,!which!binds! to!ATG5!or!ATG3,!which!
interacts!with!ATG12.!This!notion!was!strengthened!due!to!the!numerous!interaction!
partners!that!have!so!far!been!identified!for!ATG16L1!(although,!of!course,!the!counter!
possibility—that! these! interactions! require! the! presence! of! ATG12>ATG5! in! complex!
with!ATG16L1!cannot!be!entirely!dismissed).!ATG16L1!has!been!shown!to!interact!with!






ATG16L1! and! several! other! proteins! involved! in! the! initial! stages! of! autophagosome!
formation! have! also! been! shown! to! interact! with! connexins,! which! are! the! main!
component!of!plasma!membrane!gap!junctions!and!this!interaction!has!been!shown!to!
downregulate! autophagy! (Bejarano! et! al.,! 2014;! Lyyathurai! et! al.,! 2016).! The!
transmembrane!protein!TMEM59!has!also!been!shown!to!interact!with!ATG16L1,!and!









in! the!ATG5>ATG16L1! interaction! (Kindly!done!by!Dr!Richard!Sessions!and!Dr!Debbie!
Shoemark;!Bristol).!Furthermore,!experiments!have!been!initiated!using!ATG16L1!null!
MEFs!reconstituted!with!GFP,!GFP>ATG5WT!or!GFP>ATG5KR,!using!these!cells,!to!carry!





Recently!ATG12!was! identified! as! a! conjugation! target! for!ATG3! (Radoshevich! et! al.,!
2010).! It! was! shown! that! disrupting! ATG12! conjugation! to! ATG3! did! not! affect!
starvation>induced!autophagy,!determined!by!LC3!lipidation.!However,!loss!of!ATG12>
ATG3! complex! led! to! an! expansion! in! mitochondrial! mass! and! inhibited! cell! death!
mediated!by!mitochondrial!pathways!(Radoshevich!et!al.,!2010).!The!Debnath!lab!also!
identified! a! novel! interaction! between! the! ATG12–ATG3! conjugate! and! the! ESCRT>






under! basal! conditions! and! not! following! starvation>induced! autophagy,! as! was!
performed!in!the!present!proteomics!investigations.!Therefore,!it!would!be!interesting!
to! repeat! the! proteomics! investigations! under! basal! conditions.! This! recent! finding,!
elucidating!the!role!ATG12>ATG3!have!in!endolysosomal!trafficking,!raises!the!possibility!
that! the! findings! presented! in! here! are! a! result! of! disrupting! ATG12>ATG3! and! not!
ATG12>ATG5,! as! preventing! ATG12! from! interacting! with! ATG5,! through! the! KR!
mutation,!may!as!a!result!cause!higher!than!what!is!found!in!a!wildtype!state,!levels!of!
ATG12!to!bind!ATG3.!This!therefore!requires!further!investigation.!To!begin!with,!SILAC>!









specifically! clathrin>mediated! trafficking! that! were! enriched! in! the! ATG5WT!
interactome,!and!absent!or!reduced!in!the!ATG5KR!interactome.!As!highlighted!in!the!
General!Introduction!(Chapter!1),!there!is!extensive!crosstalk!between!autophagy!and!
the! endocytic! and! endosomal! trafficking! pathways! (Tooze! et! al.,! 2014).! More!
specifically,! there!may!be!direct!communication!between!the!ATG12>ATG5!conjugate!












between! the! autophagy!machinery! and! clathrin>mediated! trafficking!machinery,! but!
instead! the! ATG12>ATG5! conjugate.! This! is! because! components! of! the! clathrin>
mediated!trafficking!machinery!are!lost!in!the!ATG5KR!interactome,!although!ATG5KR!




roles! of!ATG5! that! have!not! been! identified,! some!of! these!may!be!non>autophagy>
related.!!!
!
In! conclusion,! the! autophagy! and! intracellular! trafficking!machineries! are! inherently!
interlinked;!however,!a!possible!role!for!ATG5!in!providing!a!direct!link!between!the!two!
pathways!has!not!previously!been!explored.!ATG12>ATG5!was!shown!to!interact!in!with!
PIK3C2A,! HIP1R,! and! CI>M6PR,! proteins! implicated! or! associated! with! trafficking,!
specifically!clathrin>mediated!trafficking.!In!the!next!chapter,!the!functional!implications!











































were! identified! as! putative! interactors! of!GFP:ATG5WT.! As! discussed! in! the!General!
Introduction! (Chapter! 1),! there! is! extensive! crosstalk! between! the! endocytic! and!
endosomal! pathways! and! autophagy.! To! explore! whether! this! interplay! could! be!
explained! at! least! in! part! by! interactions! between! proteins! implicated! in! protein!
trafficking! and! the! autophagic! ATG12:ATG5! conjugate,! two! high! confidence! hits!
implicated! in! clathrin:mediated! trafficking,! PIK3C2A! and! HIP1R,! were! selected! for!










of! a!number!of!novel!ATG5!and/or!ATG12:ATG5! interactors.! Tectonin!beta:propeller!
repeat:containing!protein!1!(TECPR1)!was!shown!to!be!an!interactor!of!ATG12:ATG5!in!
a!seminal!proteomic!investigation!delineating!the!autophagy!network!(Behrends!et!al.,!
2010;! Ogawa! et! al.,! 2011).! TECPR1! was! later! shown! to! bind! to! the! ATG12:ATG5!
conjugate! and! PI(3)P! to! promote! autophagosome! maturation! and! autophagosome:
lysosome!fusion!(Chen!et!al.,!2012).!In!this!study,!TECPR1!and!ATG16L1!were!shown!to!
interact! in!a!mutually!exclusive!manner!with!the!ATG12:ATG5!conjugate!(Chen!et!al.,!









not! have! a! direct! role! in! autophagosome! formation,! but! instead! has! a! role! in! cargo!

















independent!mannose!6:phosphate! receptor! (CI:M6PR)! is! involved! in! the!delivery!of!
acid! hydrolases! to! the! lysosome! and! therefore! hypothetically! during! autophagy! the!
trafficking! of! CI:M6PR! is! presumably! upregulated! to! increase! the! rate! of! protein!
degradation! and! nutrient! recycling.! The! proteomics! data! presented! in! the! previous!
chapter!revealed!that!CI:M6PR!was!enriched!in!the!ATG5WT!interactome,!with!a!fold!





pool! involved! in! autophagy,! was! regulating! the! trafficking! of! CI:M6PR! and! acid!












Phosphatidylinositol! 3:kinases! (PI3Ks)! are! lipid! kinases! involved! in! a! large! set! of!















PI3KC2A! can! also! form!phosphatidylinositol:3,4:bisphosphate! (PI(3,4)P2! (Posor! et! al.,!
2013).! This! lipid! is! concentrated! at! the! plasma! membrane! and! is! required! for! the!
nucleation!of!CCPs!(Krauss!et!al.,!2006;!Loerke!et!al.,!2009;!McMahon!and!Boucrot!2011;!
Zoncu!et!al.,!2007).!PIK3C2A!is!recruited!to!the!plasma!membrane!by!directly!interacting!




















recombinase! recognises! this! sequence! and! following! a! homologous! recombination!
event,!the!floxed!sequence!(sequence!between!the!LoxP!sites)!is!excised.!The!efficiency!
of!this!model!system!was!first!tested!using!immunoblot!analysis.!As!shown!in!Figure!4.1A!





autophagy!assay!was!carried!out,!which!consisted!of! the! treatments;! control! (basal),!
bafilomycin! A1! (BafA1),! starvation! and! starvation! plus! BafA1,! followed! by!



















































































which! consisted! of! the! treatments,! control,! bafilomycinA1,! starvation! and! starvation! plus!
bafilomycinA1! was! carried! out! on! PIK3C2AFlox/Flox! primary! MEF! cells! (top! panel)! and!
PIK3C2AFlox/Flox! primary! MEF! cells! treated! with! CRE! recombinase! (bottom! panel).! Cells! were!
stained! for! WIPI2! and! LC3B.! Representative! images! are! shown,! taken! from! a! widefield!








































autophagosomes.! Perhaps! most! intriguing! was! the! observation! that! LC3B! puncta!





may! negatively! regulate! autophagosome! synthesis! in! basal! conditions,! however! it! is!
required!to!robustly!upregulate!autophagy!following!starvation!plus!BafA1!treatment!
(Figure!4.1).!It!therefore!appears!that!PIK3C2A!may!have!a!dynamic!role!in!regulating!
autophagosome! formation! during! basal! autophagy! and! following! starvation:induced!
autophagy.! However,! it! is! unclear! to! what! extent! this! is! an! indirect! result! due! to!
alterations!in!CME,!which!PIK3C2A!plays!a!key!role!in.!
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membrane! required! to! respond! to! intracellular! demands.! CME! begins! with! the!
formation! of! CCPs,! which! contain! a! number! of! adaptor! proteins! and! eventually!













have! been! shown! using! time:lapse! imaging! to! contain! both! HIP1R! and! clathrin,!
meanwhile,!silencing!HIP1R!caused!defects!to!the!morphology!of!the!TGN!(Carreno!et!





(Legendre:Guillemin! et! al.,! 2002;! Chen! and!Brodsky! 2005;! Legendre:Guillemin! et! al.,!
2005).!Furthermore,!the!F:actin!binding!region!of!HIP1R!has!been!shown!to!be!the!talin:
HIP1/Sla2p!actin:tethering!C:terminal!homology!(THATCH)!domain!(Brett!et!al.,!2006;!
Engqvist:Goldstein! et! al.,! 2001;! Chen! and! Brodsky! 2005;! McCann! and! Craig! 1997,!







In! the! previous! chapter,! HIP1R! was! shown! to! be! present! in! GFP:ATG5WT! immune:
precipitates,! but! did! not! co:precipitate! with! GFP:ATG5KR! or! with! GFP! alone.! To!




shows! HIP1R! was! present! in! wildtype! MEFs! but! absent! in! null! MEFS.! Next!
immunofluorescence!analysis!was!carried!out!to!investigate!the!putative!role!of!HIP1R!
in! autophagosome! formation! (Figure! 4.2B:C).! To! this! end,! an! autophagy! assay! and!
staining!was!carried!out!for!WIPI2!and!LC3B.!HIP1R!wildtype!cells!showed!low!levels!of!
WIPI2! and! LC3B! puncta! numbers! in! basal! conditions,! which! progressively! increased!
following!BafA1!treatment,!starvation:induced!autophagy!and!finally!starvation:induced!













































































flux!was! affected.!Unsurprisingly,!BafA1! treatment! also! revealed!greater!numbers!of!
LC3B!puncta!numbers!in!in!HIP1R!null!MEFs!compared!to!HIP1R!wildtype!MEFs,!WIPI2!
puncta!numbers!again!remained!similar!(Figure!4.2B:C).!Starvation!treatment!led!to!an!
increase! in!WIPI2! and!a! slight!decrease! in! LC3B!puncta!numbers! in!HIP1R!null!MEFs!
compared!to!BafA1!treatment;!however,!there!was!no!significant!difference!from!HIP1R!
wildtype! MEFS! (Figure! 4.2B:C).! Intriguingly,! however,! both! WIPI2! and! LC3B! puncta!




conditions! and! the! lack! of! a! further! increase! when! cells! were! treated! with! BafA1!
suggests!that!flux!is!blocked!in!these!cells.!Moreover,!their!failure!to!display!an!obvious!
starvation:induced! autophagy! response! argues! that! autophagy! signalling! and/or!
autophagosome! assembly! is! also! impaired.! It! is! noteworthy! that! HIP1R! null! MEFs!


















pathway! through! CCVs! (Lin! et! al.,! 2004).! There! are! two!M6P! receptors:! the! cation:
dependent!M6P! receptor! (CD:M6PR),! and! the! cation:independent!M6P! receptor! (CI:
M6PR),! also! called! insulin:like! growth! factor! II! receptor! (IGFR2;! used! for! the! SILAC!
analysis! in! chapter! 3)! (Kornfeld! 1992).! CI:M6PR! and! CD:M6PR! are! both! type! 1!


















in! the! regulation! of! CI:M6PR! trafficking! was! investigated! by! qualitative! imaging.! To!
determine! whether! ATG5! influenced! the! cellular! localisation! of! CI:M6PR,!
immunofluorescence!analysis!was!carried!out!to!decipher!the!localisation!of!CI:M6PR!in!
the!reconstituted!ATG5!null!MEF!stable!cell!lines.!Moreover,!TIRF!analysis!was!carried!
out! to!gain!greater! information!about! the! cell! surface! localisation!of!CI:M6PR! in! the!
reconstituted!lines.!However,!in!order!to!elucidate!whether!ATG5!or!autophagy!had!a!





end,! ATG3! null!MEFs! expressing! GFP,! GFP:ATG5WT! or! GFP:ATG5KR!were! used! as! a!
model! system.! In! these! cells,! autophagy! is! ‘off’! but! retain! endogenous! ATG5! and!
overexpress! GFP! tagged! wildtype! or! mutant! forms! of! ATG5.! These! cells! were!






To! determine! if! ATG5! influences! the! intracellular! trafficking! of! CI:M6PR! to! the! TGN,!
where!it!is!predominately!localised!at!steady!state,!immunofluorescence!analysis!of!CI:




alter,! although! the! CI:M6PR! staining! became!more! vesicular! and!was! not! so! tightly!
compacted! in! the! perinuclear! region! as! seen! in! control! conditions.! Interestingly,!
following! starvation:induced! autophagy,! the! TGN38! and! CI:M6PR! signals! partially!




The! localisation!of!CI:M6PR! in!GFP:ATG5WT!expressing! cells!was!also!determined! to!


















trafficking! of! CI:M6PR.! Under! control! conditions,! CI:M6PR! localised! to! the! TGN! in! a!














If! ATG5! in! its! conjugatable! form! was! able! to! influence! the! trafficking! of! CI:M6PR:


























































































































































































































































































































































































CI:M6PR! in! the! reconstituted! ATG5! null! MEF! cells! following! starvation:induced!
autophagy! (Figure! 4.6).! In! conclusion,! the! qualitative! immunofluorescence! analyses!





The! proteomics! data! presented! in! chapter! 3! identified! many! putative! interaction!
between!proteins!implicated!in!protein!trafficking!and!ATG12:ATG5.!To!explore!whether!
ATG12:ATG5! had! a! non:canonical! role! in! regulated! proteins! trafficking,! the! cellular!
localisation!of!CI:M6PR!in!the!reconstituted!ATG5!null!MEFs!was!investigated.!However,!
so! far! cells! have! been! used! that! are! autophagy! incompetent! and! so! one! cannot!
differentiate! any! phenotypic! changes! from! autophagy! or! ATG5! (absent,! mutant! or!
wildtype).!Therefore,!a!model!system!was!creased!where!autophagy!is!off!but!ATG5!is!
present.!To!this!end!ATG3!null!MEFs!(autophagy!off),!were!reconstituted!with!GFP,!GFP:




































































































































































































































































































































































































Control! BafilomycinA1! Starved! Starved!+!
BafA1!


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































carried! out! for! CI:M6PR! and! TGN38! (Figure! 4.9).! Firstly,! assessing! ATG3! null! MEFs!
expressing! GFP,! under! control! conditions! CI:M6PR! localised! to! the! TGN.! CI:M6PR!
showed!a!slightly!vesicular!pattern!of!dispersal!close!to!the!TGN.!Following!treatment!
with! BafA1,! CI:M6PR! appeared! more! dispersed! around! the! margins! of! the! TGN.!
Following!starvation:induced!autophagy,!the!TGN!appeared!fragmented!and!CI:M6PR!
became! vesicular! and! highly! dispersed! within! the! cell.! This! was! also! seen! following!
starvation!plus!BafA1!treatment.! In! the!ATG3!null!MEFs!expressing!GFP:ATG5WT,!CI:







favour! the! intracellular!distribution!of!CI:M6PR! to!a!more!peripheral,! punctate! state!
when!cells!are!starved.!Finally,!the!cellular!distribution!of!CI:M6PR!in!ATG3!null!MEFs!
expressing!GFP:!ATG5KR!was!also!investigated.!Overall,!in!these!cells,!CI:M6PR!structure!
and!distribution!was! similar! to! that! recorded! in! the!ATG3!null!MEFs!expressing!GFP.!
Although!the!distribution!of!CI:M6PR!in!ATG3!null!MEFs!expressing!GFP:ATG5WT!was!











































































Control! BafilomycinA1! Starved! Starved!+!
BafA1!













































































































































































































































































































































To!determine,!as!with! the! reconstituted!ATG5!null!MEFs,!whether!CI:M6PR! localised!
with! autophagic! cargo,! immunofluorescence! for! CI:M6PR! and! P62! was! carried! out!
(Figure!4.10).!Firstly,!looking!at!ATG3!null!MEFs!expressing!GFP,!CI:M6PR!did!not!show!
clear! co:distribution!with! P62! under! control,! BafA1! or! starvation:induced! autophagy!
with!or!without!BafA1.!This!was!also!seen!for!ATG3!null!MEFs!expressing!ATG5WT!and!





In! this! chapter,! the! role! of! three! novel! ATG5! interactors!was! investigated;! PIK3C2A,!
HIP1R! and! CI:M6PR.! Evidence! for! a! role! for! PIK3C2A! and! HIP1R! in! autophagosome!
formation!was!examined,!and! the!possibility! that!ATG5!plays!a!non:canonical! role! in!
regulating! the! trafficking!of!CI:M6PR!was! tested.! PIK3C2Aflox/flox!MEFs! and!HIP1R!null!
MEFs! were! used! as! model! systems! to! determine! whether! autophagosomes! formed!
correctly!in!the!absence!of!these!proteins.!The!data!suggest!that!PIK3C2A!may!have!a!





delivery! of! acid! hydrolases! to! the! lysosome.! During! periods! of! nutrient! starvation,!
autophagy! is! upregulated,! and! as! a! result! there! is! an! increased! demand! for! rapid!
lysosomal!degradation!of!autophagic!cargo.!To!meet!this!need,!enhanced!trafficking!of!
acid!hydrolases!to!the!lysosome!must!somehow!be!coordinated,!and!here!the!possibility!
that! ATG5! can! contribute! to! this! process! via! regulated! the! trafficking! of! CI:M6PR!
trafficking! was! examined.! However,! robust! data! supporting! a! role! for! ATG5! in! the!





































Control! BafilomycinA1! Starved! Starved!+!
BafA1!












































































































































































































































































































































PI3P! plays! a! critical! role! in! autophagosome! formation! (Simonsen! and! Tooze,! 2009;!
Knaevelsrud!and!Simonsen,!2012;!Dall’Armi!et!al.,!2013;!Burman!and!Ktistakis,!2010;!
Noda!et!al.,!2010).!Unlike!budding!yeast!where!VPS34! is! the!only!source!of!PI3P,!KO!
studies! in!mice! have! shown! that! autophagosomes! still! form! in! VPS34! deficient! cells!
(Devereaux.,!et!al!2013;!Zhou!et!al.,!2010;!McLeod!et!al!2011).!There!are,! therefore,!











puncta! numbers! to! one! of! the! specific! lipid! kinase! isoforms.! The! proteomics! data!
presented! in! chapter! 3! showed! that! PIK3C2A! is! enriched! in! ATG5WT! interactomes.!
Moreover,!immunoblot!analysis!confirmed!that!PIK3C2A!interacted!with!ATG5WT!(but!
not! ATG5KR).! Future! experiments! should! focus! on! identify! the! residues! of! PIK3C2A!
required! for! this! interaction;! this! could!be!done! following!mutagenesis! experiments.!
Immunofluorescence! analysis! was! used! to! test! whether! PIK3C2A! plays! a! role! in!
autophagosome! formation/maturation.! The! data! revealed! PIK3C2A! contributes! to!
autophagosome!synthesis!and!maturation!in!a!complex!way:!in!unstimulated!cells,!the!
absence! of! PIK3C2A! caused! an! increase! in! basal! autophagic! flux;! meanwhile,! upon!
starvation,! PIK3C2A! positively! regulated! autophagosome! formation! and! flux! (Figure!













investigation.! It! has! been! proposed! that! during! starvation:induced! autophagy,! PI3P!
pools!generated!from!VPS34!and!PIK3C2A!can!act!synergistically! to!contribute!to!the!
demand!for!PI3P!during!acute!autophagosome!formation!(Devereaux.,!et!al!2013).!This!




autophagosomes! prior! to! the! pool! produced! by! VPS34,!which! is! responsible! for! the!
sustained! production! of! PI3P! (Lu! et! al.,! 2012).! To! begin! to! answer! these! questions,!
experiments! are! currently! being! performed! on! VPS34flox/flox! cells! to! determine! the!
influence!and!kinetics!of!these!lipid!kinases!in!autophagosome!biogenesis.!During!basal!
autophagy,! PIK3C2A! was! shown! to! negatively! regulate! autophagosome! formation.!
Precisely!how!PIK3C2A!had!this!effect!is!unclear,!but!perhaps!during!basal!conditions,!
PIK3C2A! favours! the!generation!of! lipid!products!other! than!PI3P! that!may! suppress!
autophagy.!PIK3C2A!can!synthesize!PI3P,!PI(3,4)P2!and!PI(3,4,5)P3!in!vitro!(Falasca!et!al.,!
2012;! Gaidarov! et! al.,! 2005;! Posor! et! al.,! 2013).! It! is! possible! that! the! local! balance!
between!PI3P!and!PI(3,4)P2!determines!whether!autophagosome!formation!is!triggered!
in! the! absence! of! acute! stimuli.! The! complex! role! of! lipids! in! the! regulation! of!
autophagosome!formation!was!recently!shown!through!the!discovery!of!a!novel!role!















































and! vesicles! (Ge! et! al,! 2013),! lipid! droplets! (Dupont! et! al,! 2014;! Shpilka! et! al,! 2015)!




Therefore,!HIP1R,! and!PIK3C2A!may!play!positive! roles! in! autophagosome! formation!
following!starvation:induced!autophagy,!by!regulating!clathrin:mediated!endocytosis!to!
contribute!membrane!to!the!growing/nascent!autophagosome.!This!suggests!that!there!




negative! and! positive,! role! in! autophagosome! formation! and! clearance! respectively.!
Both! proteins! seem! to! negatively! regulate! autophagosome! formation,! under! basal!
conditions!however,!both!are!required!to!positively!regulate!autophagosome!formation!
following!starvation!plus!BafA1! treatment.!However,! the!molecular!mechanisms! that!
regulate! this! dualist! role! are! unclear! and! require! further! investigation.!One! possible!
mechanism!allowing!these!proteins!to!act!negatively!and!positively,!depending!on!the!
autophagy! stimuli,! is! through! post:translational! modifications.! Indeed,! post:
translational! modification! have! been! shown! to! regulate! many! proteins! involved! in!
autophagy.! Clathrin! is! an! example! of! a! protein! that! seems! to! have!multiple! roles! in!
autophagosome! formation;! through! its! interaction! with! ATG16L1,! clathrin! has! been!
shown! to! provide! membrane! from! the! plasma! membrane! for! the! nascent! growing!
autophagosome!(Ravikumar!et!al.,!2010).!Clathrin!has!also!been!shown!to!have!a!role!in!
autophagosome:lysosome! fusion,! and! in! particular,! coordinate! the! regeneration! of!
lysosomes! from! autolysosomes! through! a! pathway! termed! autophagic! lysosome!
reformation!(ALR),!which!is!particularly!important!during!starvation:induced!autophagy!
(Munson!and!Ganley,!2015;!Yu!et!al.,! 2010).! Therefore,! it! is!possible! that!HIP1R!and!









The! SILAC! data! presented! in! the! previous! chapter! and! the! immunoblot! validations!
clearly! showed! that!CI:M6PR!was!present! in!ATG5WT!GFP:Trap! immunoprecipitates;!
however,! the! implications! of! this! interaction! were! unclear.! Here! a! putative! non:
canonical! role! for! ATG5! in! the! trafficking! of! CI:M6PR! was! explored! by! qualitative!
immunofluorescence!analysis.!Based!on!these!data!alone,!it!remains!uncertain!whether!
ATG5! influences! CI:M6PR! steady! state! localisation! and! redistribution! following!
autophagic!stimuli.!Experiments!are!currently!being!carried!out!to!firstly!map!the!precise!












looking! at! surface! levels! of!MHC! I! (Loi! et! al.,! 2016).! Here,! it!was! shown! that! in! the!
absence!of!ATG5!and!ATG7,!MHC!class!I!surface!levels!were!elevated,!and!as!a!result,!
cells!displayed!enhanced!influenza:!and!LCMV:!specific!CD8+!T!cell!responses!in!vivo!(Loi!
et! al.,! 2016).! This! suggests! that! in! the! absence! of! ATG5! there! is! a! defect! in! the!
Internalisation!and/or!trafficking!of!MHC!I!to!the!cell!surface.!With!this!evidence!in!light,!
it!was!tantalizing!to!speculate!that!ATG5!may!have!a!role!in!the!trafficking!of!CI:M6PR.!
Moreover,! in! a! recent! publication,! the! accepted! dogma! for! CI:M6PR! trafficking!was!





the! TGN! requires! the! direct! interaction! of! CI:M6PR! to! retromer! (Arighi! et! al.,! 2004;!
Seaman! 2004).! However,! this! recent! publication! argued! against! the! importance! of!
retromer! in! CI:M6PR! trafficking,! as! silencing! key! components! of! retromer! did! not!
influence!CI:M6PR!trafficking!in!this!study!(Simonetti!et!al.,!2017).!Instead!the!SNX1/2:





































and! flux,! and! a! possible! nonBcanonical! (autophagy! unrelated)! role! of! ATG5! in! the!
regulation! of! CIBM6PR! trafficking! were! explored.! Although! the! data! clearly! showed!
that! PIK3C2A! and! HIP1R! influenced! autophagosome! formation,! there! was! no!
conclusive!evidence!suggesting!ATG12BATG5!or!ATG5!in!its!unconjugated!form!had!any!
role! in! regulating! the! trafficking! of! CIBM6PR.! However,! it! remained! intriguing!
nevertheless,! that!the!ATG5WT!interactome!was!so!enriched!for!proteins! involved! in!
protein! trafficking! and! specifically,! clathrinBmediated! trafficking.! The! molecular!
implications!of!this!link!were!therefore!investigated.!!
!
Recent! publications! have! alluded! to! the! role! of! autophagy! in! controlling! the! cell!
surface! localisation! of! specific! surface! proteins,! such! as! FAS! receptor! (Gump! et! al.,!
2014)!and!GLUT1!(SLC2A1)!(Roy!et!al.,!2017).!Roy!et!al.,!2017!showed!that!autophagy!
regulated! intracellular! glucose! demands! by! upregulating! surface! levels! of! GLUT1,!
which! in!turn! led!to!the!uptake!of!glucose.!Moreover,!several!publications! looking!at!






defect! in! internalisation! (Loi! et! al.,! 2016).! Therefore,! ATG12BATG5! or! indeed! the!
unconjugated! form! of! ATG5! may! have! a! direct! role! in! regulating! the! trafficking! of!
specific! cell! surface! proteins! to! the! cell! surface! and/or! their! Internalisation.! This!
exciting! link! between! ATG12BATG5! or! the! free! form! of! ATG5! and! protein! trafficking!
was! explored! further! in! this! chapter.! To! determine! if! ATG12BATG5! or! ATG5!
unconjugated!had!a! role! in! regulating! the! trafficking!of!cell! surface!proteins,! the!cell!
surface! proteome! of! ATG5! null!MEFs! reconstituted!with! GFP,! GFPBATG5WT! or! GFPB









5.2.1! Capturing! the! cell! surface! using! quantitative! SILAC! based!
proteomics!
5.2.1.1!Experimental!setup!
To! capture! the! cell! surface! proteome,! a! biotinylation! based! assay! and! quantitative!
SILAC! based! proteomics! were! carried! out.! To! obtain! an! unbiased! interactome! for!
ATG5,! GFPBonly! cells!were! grown! in! “light”!medium! (Arg0/Lys0;! R0K0),! GFPBATG5KR!
cells!were!grown!in!“medium”!media!(Arg6/Lys4;!R6K4),!and!GFPBATG5WT!cells!were!
grown! in!“heavy”!medium!(Arg10/Lys8;!R10K8).!Following!eight!doubling!events,! the!
cells! were! either! starved! for! 1! hour! in! starvation! media,! to! obtain! the! cell! surface!
proteome!following!starvationBinduced!autophagy!or!the!cell!surface!was!immediately!
captured!using!a!biotinylation!assay! (see!Chapter!2,!Materials!and!Methods).!Briefly,!
biotin! 5ug/ml! (ThermoScientific)! was! dissolved! in! ice! cold! PBS,! and! cells! were!
incubated! in! this! solution!at!4oC! for!30!minutes! to!allow!biotinylation!of! cell! surface!
proteins,! with! limited! internalisation.! Streptavidin! was! then! used! to! pull! down!





The! results! were! first! analysed! using! a! Sequest! search! against! the! Uniprot! mouse!
database!and!then!filtered!to!remove!the!low!confidence!peptides!(those!identified!at!
<5%!FDR);!this!allows!one!to!have!95%!confidence!that!everything!in!the!data!set!was!
genuinely! present! in! the! sample.! The! following! data! analysis! was! done! under! the!
direction! of! Dr! David! Lee! (University! of! Bristol),! who! has! been! working! in!
bioinformatics! since! completing! his! PhD! in! 1999! and! has! extensive! experience! in!




proteomics! are! outlined! in! the!martials! and!methods! (see! Chapter! 2,!Materials! and!
Methods;! see! appendix! for! a! snapshot! of! the! actual! analysis! carried! out).! Briefly,!
proteins!represented!by!single!peptides!and!having!a!variance!value!greater!than!100%!
were! discarded.! The! variance! needs! to! be! taken! into! consideration!with! this! sort! of!
data!as!many!factors!such!as!cell!age,!cell!density,!environmental!factors,!can!influence!
cell! surface! protein! abundances.! The! data! was! then! normalised! to! account! for! any!
uneven! incorporation!of! the! SILAC! labelled!media.! To! this! end! the!median! value! for!
each! condition!was! found! and! subtracted! from! each! value! to! create! a! new!median!
value! of! 1.! Next! peptides! that! appeared! in! at! least! 3! of! the! 4! data! sets! for! each!
comparison! (e.g.! Heavy! vs! Light)! were! identified! and! the! mean! value! determined,!
followed! by! their! Log2! value.! From! this,! the! statistical! significance! of! the! data! was!




plotted! against! the! negative! Log10! pBvalue! (determined! from! the! TBtest! values).! An!
arbitrary!cutBoff!of!1.2Bfold!change!was!assigned!for!those!proteins!whose!changes!in!
surface! levels! were! of! potential! interest,! and! p<0.05! was! considered! statistically!
significant.!
!
Similar! analyses! were! carried! out! following! the! capture! of! the! starvation! data! sets!
(n=3).!The!initial!analysis!was!done!as!described!above;!single!peptide!hits!and!proteins!
with!a!variance!>100%!were!removed.!The!data!was!also!normalised!in!the!same!way.!
Next! proteins! that! were! common! within! 3! of! the! starved! data! sets! and! were! also!
present! in!at! least!3!of! the!4! fed!samples!were! identified.!The!mean!values!of! these!
proteins!were! then!determined.!Next,! ratios!of! the!mean!values! for! the! starved!and!
fed! data! sets! (Starved/Fed)! were! calculated! to! give! an! indication! of! how! the!
comparable!levels!of!each!surface!protein!changed!when!cells!were!shifted!from!fed!to!
starved!states,!and!this!was!converted!to!a!Log10!value!for!the!purposes!of!the!volcano!
plot! display.! For! example,! if! there! was! 1.5Bfold! difference! in! the! surface! levels! of!
protein!X!when!comparing!ATG5WT!and!GFP!surface!proteomes!under!fed!conditions,!












To! robustly! analyse! the! cell! surface! proteomes! across! the! three! reconstituted! ATG5!
null!MEF!cell!lines,!the!cell!surface!proteomes!of!two!cell!lines!were!directly!compared!
using! a! volcano! plot.! Log10! mean! value,! which! shows! the! fold! value,! was! plotted!
against! the! negative! Log10! pBvalue.! This! plot! allowed! individual! fold! ratio! values! of!
proteins!to!be!directly!compared,!as!well!as!showing!the!global!distribution!pattern!of!
proteins! across! the! cell! surface.! Figure! 5.1! shows! the! cell! surface! proteome!
comparisons!between! all! three! cell! lines:! the! cell! surface!proteome!of!GFPBATG5WT!
was!compared!to!GFP!(top!volcano!plot);! the!surface!proteome!of!GFPBATG5WT!was!
compared! to! GFPBATG5KR! (middle! volcano! plot);! the! surface! proteomes! of! GFPB
ATG5KR!and!GFP!were!compared! (bottom!volcano!plot).!Proteins!present!within! the!
red!boxes!represent!those!that!have!a!pBvalue!of!<0.05!and!a!fold!value!of!either!above!
or!below!1.2.! For!example,! in! the! top!volcano!plot!which!compares!GFPBATG5WT! to!







of! GFPBATGWT! vs! GFP! expressing! cells,! there! were! many! proteins! that! were!
significantly! enriched! including:! SLC12A4! B! Solute! carrier! family! 12! member! 4,! a!



















































































doubling! events! a! biotinylationBstreptavidin! based! assay! was! carried! out.! The! lysates! were!
then! resolved! by! SDSBPAGE,! followed! by! liquid! chromatographyBtandem!mass! spectrometry!
(LCBMS/MS)! detection! using! the! Orbitrap! Fusion! mass! spectrometer.! The! results! were! first!
analysed! using! a! Sequest! search! against! the! Uniprot! mouse! database! and! then! filtered;!
proteins!with!<5%!FDR!and!a!variance!value!greater!than!100%!were!discarded.!The!data!was!
normalised!and!peptides! that! appeared! in! at! least! 3!of! the!4!data! sets! for! each! comparison!
were! identified! and! the! mean! value! determined,! followed! by! its! Log2! Value! and! finally! its!
Log10! value.! Statistical! significance! was! determined! using! a! TBtest,! using! zero! values! as!
reference!points!(where!log10!of!the!median!value!(i.e.!1)!=!0].!A!volcano!plot,!which!is!a!type!
of!scatter!plot!was!used!to!display!the!data:!Volcano!plots!of!GFPBATG5WT!vs!GFP!(top!volcano!
plot),! GFPBATG5WT! vs! GFPBATG5KR! (middle! volcano! plot)! and! GFPBATG5KR! vs! GFP! (bottom!


























Wu.,! et! al! 2016;! Fraser! et! al.,! 2017;! Nighot! and!Ma,! 2016).! These! proteins!were! of!
interest!for!several!reasons,!and!not!only!because!they!had!already!been!associated!in!
some!way!directly/indirectly!to!autophagy.!SLC12A4!localises!to!the!plasma!membrane!
and! the! lysosome! (Schröder! et! al.,! 2007)! and! so! potentially! has! a! role! in! regulating!
lysosomal! function.!Notch! signaling! and! autophagy!have!been! linked! through! recent!
publications! (Song!et! al.,! 2015;!Wu.,! et! al! 2016;!Marcel! and! Sarin,! 2016)! and! so! the!





interest! to! explore! this! link,! furthermore! NectinB1,! which! is! also! involved! in! cell!
adhesion,! was! also! shown! to! be! enriched! on! the! cell! surface! of! GFPBATG5WT! cells!
compared!to!GFP!(autophagy!‘off’!cells).!Future!experiments!should!focus!on!carrying!
out!cell!migration!assays!on!the!reconstituted!ATG5!null!MEFs.!A!simple!scratch!wound!





membrane! protein,! a! scaffolding! protein! with! a! role! in! synaptic! transmembrane!
protein! anchoring! and! ion! channel! trafficking! (Fallon! et! al.,! 2002);! Destrin,! an! actinB
depolymerizing! protein! (Kanellos! and! Frame,! 2016)! and! SLC27A4! B! LongBchain! fatty!
acid! transport! protein! 4,! Involved! in! translocation! of! longBchain! fatty! acids! (LFCA)!
across! the!plasma!membrane.!CASK! is!known!to! interact!with! the!E3! ligase!Parkin,!a!
tumor!suppressor!and!key!component!of!the!mitophagy!pathway!(Fallon!et!al.,2002).!
CASK!has!also!been!suggested!to!be!a!negative!regulator!of!autophagy,!as!loss!of!which!
enhanced! P62! levels! (Strohecker! et! al.,! 2015).! CASK!was! found! elevated! on! the! cell!
surface!of!cells!that!are!autophagy!incompetent!and!perhaps!this!supports!the!notion!
of!CASK!as!a!negative!regulator!of!autophagy.!Future!experiments!should!explore!the!




against! CASK! and! assessing! autophagosome! formation.! The! cytoskeleton! plays! an!
essential! role! in! autophagy! and! autophagosome! formation,! it! is! therefore! intriguing!
that!Destrin!is!enriched!on!the!cell!surface!of!GFP!expressing!cells!(Kast!and!Dominguez!
2017).!SLC27A4!was! identified!as!a!putative! interactor!of!beclin1! in!a!comprehensive!
autophagy!network!screen!(Behrends!et!al.,!2010).!Therefore,!it!is!intriguing!to!see!this!






kinase! II! subunit! alpha,! active! serine/threonineBprotein! kinase! complex! that!
phosphorylates! a! large! number! of! substrates.! There! has! been! some! evidence! to!
support!a!role!for!some!protocadherins!in!recruiting!LC3B!but!are!not!associated!with!
autophagosomes! (Hanson! et! al.,! 2010).! The! enrichment! of! PCD16! on! the! surface! of!
ATG5WT!cells!vs!ATG5KR!cells,!suggests!PCD16!may!recruit!other!autophagy!proteins!
to! the! cell! surface,! this! requires! further! investigation.!CSK21! is! not!necessarily! a! cell!
surface!protein!and!indeed!there!were!many!proteins!identified!that!were!not!known!
to!localise!to!the!cell!surface,!however!proteins!that!form!complexes!with!cell!surface!
proteins! will! be! identified! by! the! mass! spectrometer,! due! to! the! sensitively! of! the!





GFP$ATG5KR) vs) GFP$ATG5WT.! Proteins! enriched! on! the! cell! surface! of! GFPBATG5KR!
expressing!cells! included;!MAP2K1!B!Dual!specificity!mitogenBactivated!protein!kinase!
1,!an!essential!component!of!the!MAP!kinase!signal!transduction!pathway,!which!has!
been! previously! shown! to! be! regulated! by! ATG5! (MartinezBLopez! et! al.,! 2013);! and!
PSME1! B! Proteasome! activator! complex! subunit! 1,! involved! in! immunoproteasome!
assembly! and! required! for! efficient! antigen! processing.! There! have! been! numerous!












included:! CLIC4! B! chloride! intracellular! channel! protein! 4,! a! chloride! ion! transporter,!
inhibition!of!which!has!been! shown! to!enhance!autophagy! (Zhong!et! al.,! 2012).! It! is!
therefore! intriguing! to! find! this! protein! enriched! on! the! cell! surface! of! autophagy!
incompetent!cell!lines!and!requires!further!investigation.!!
!
GFP) vs) GFP$ATG5KR.! Proteins! enriched! on! the! cell! surface! of! GFP! expressing! cells!
included;! FLRT2! B! LeucineBrich! repeat! transmembrane! protein,! a! protein! involved! in!
cellBcell!adhesion,!cell!migration!and!axon!guidance;!and!SLC16A3!B!Monocarboxylate!





cell! surface! proteome! of! ATG! 3! null!MEFs! expressing! the! ATG5! constructs.! This!will!
elucidate! the! role!autophagy,!ATG12BATG5,!ATG5!and! indeed!ATG3! (ATG3!null!MEFs!
expressing! GFP)! have! in! regulating! cell! surface! protein! abundances.! Furthermore,!


















consortium! (Smith! et! al.,! 2007).! The!GeneOntology! consortium! groups! proteins! that!
share!a!biological!function!within!the!cell,!such!as!protein!trafficking.!To!investigate!the!
putative! link! between!ATG12BATG5! and/or! autophagy! and! trafficking,!GeneOntology!
was! used! to! assess! proteins! involved! in! “vesicleBmediated! transport”! (GO:0016192),!
and! “organic! substance! transport”! (GO:0071702)! (Figure! 5.2).! The! accession! ID! of!
proteins! within! these! groups! was! found! using! the! GeneOntology! online! database.!
These!accession! IDs!were!matched!to!the!accession! ID!of!the!proteins!present! in!the!
proteomics! data! and! the! corresponding! proteins! were! highlighted.! To! show! the!
distribution! of! these! proteins! across! the! three! cell! lines,! volcano! plots! were! used.!
Volcano!plots!comparing!the!cell!surface!proteome!of!two!cell!lines!were!plotted!and!
proteins!within!an!GeneOntology!pathway!were!highlighted!in!orange!and!so!the!cell!
surface! abundances! of! specific! groups! of! proteins! could! be! assessed.! Many! more!




Looking! firstly!at!proteins! involved! in!vesicle!mediated! transport! (Figure!5.2A),! there!
were!a! few!proteins! that!were!statistically! significant!across! the! three!volcano!plots.!
GFP$ATG5WT)vs)GFP.!PEF1!–!Peflin,!a!calciumBbinding!protein!that!acts!as!an!adapter,!
bridging!proteins! together!or! stabilizing!weak!proteinBprotein! complexes! (Rayl! et! al.,!








GFP$ATG5WT)vs)GFP$ATG5KR.! Comparing! the! cell! surface!proteome!of!GFPBATG5WT!
expressing! cells! vs! GFPBATG5KR! expressing! cells! identified! MGRN1! B! E3! ubiquitinB
protein! ligase,! a! E3! ubiquitinBprotein! ligase! that! plays! a! role! in! the! regulation! of!
endosomeBtoBlysosome! trafficking! (Majumder! et! al.,! 2015),! as! enriched! on! the! cell!
surface!of!GFPBATG5WT!cells!and!was!an! interesting!hit.!MGRN1!has!been!shown!to!
interact! with! and! ubiquitinate! TSG101,! an! ESCRTBI! protein! involved! in! endocytosis.!
Furthermore,! this! interaction! has! been! shown! to! be! essential! for! autophagosomeB
lysosome! fusion! (Majumder!et!al.,!2015).! It!will! therefore!be! intriguing! to!assess! the!
role!this!protein!has!in!autophagy!and!investigate!why!this!protein!is!enriched!on!the!
cell! surface! in! cells! that! express! the! ATG12BATG5! conjugate! compared! to! cells! that!
express!the!free!form!of!ATG5.!Flow!cytometry!experiments!should!be!carried!out!to!






GFP$ATG5WT) vs) GFP.! Proteins! identified! as! enriched! on! the! cell! surface! of! GFPB
ATG5WT!expressing!cells!vs!GFP!expressing!cells!included:!ANO6!B!AnoctaminB6,!Ca2+B!
activated! Cl−! and! nonBselective! cation! channel,! which! regulates! phospholipid!
scrambling! and! is! activated! during! apoptotic! cell! death! (Ousingsawat! et! al.,! 2015);!
DISP1!B!Protein!dispatched!homolog!1,!plays!an! important!role! in!hedgehog!signaling!
(Couso,! 2011);! and! LPPR1! B! LeucineBrich! PPR! motifBcontaining! protein,! which! is!
annotated!as!a!mitochondrial!protein!and!so!may!not!be!of!interest.!!
!
GFP) and) GFP$ATG5KR) vs) GFP$ATG5WT.! However,! when! the! cell! surface! protein!
enrichment!of!GFP!against!GFPBATG5WT!expressing!cells!was!assessed,!SLC27A4!was!
identified,! which! was! also! enriched! in! the! cell! surface! proteome! of! GFPBATG5KR!
expressing! cells! vs! GFPBATG5WT! expressing! cells;! in! both! cases! where! autophagy! is!
‘off’.!This!protein!has!been!discussed!above!and!therefore!is!a!hit!that!will!be!focused!


























































































































































































































doubling! events! a! biotinylationBstreptavidin! based! assay! was! carried! out.! The! lysates! were!
then! resolved! by! SDSBPAGE,! followed! by! liquid! chromatographyBtandem!mass! spectrometry!
(LCBMS/MS)! detection! using! the! Orbitrap! Fusion! mass! spectrometer.! The! results! were! first!
analysed! using! a! Sequest! search! against! the! Uniprot! mouse! database! and! then! filtered;!
proteins!with!<5%!FDR!and!a!variance!value!greater!than!100%!were!discarded.!The!data!was!
normalised!and!peptides! that! appeared! in! at! least! 3!of! the!4!data! sets! for! each! comparison!
were! identified! and! the! mean! value! determined,! followed! by! its! Log2! Value! and! finally! its!




plotted! against! the! negative! log10! p! value! (Y! axis).! Proteins! present! within! the! red! boxes!
represent! those! that!have!a!p!value!of!<0.05!and!a! fold!value!of!either!>! (left! red!box)!or!<!
(right!red!box)!1.2.!The!GeneOntology!consortium!was!used!to!identify!proteins!involved!in!(A)!
VesicleBmediated!transport!(GO:0016192),!and!(B)!Organic!substance!transport!(GO:0071702)!
proteins! are! shown! in! orange.! The! accession! ID! of! proteins! within! these! groups! was! found!
using!the!GeneOntology!online!database.!These!accession!IDs!were!matched!to!the!accession!
























GFP$ATG5WT) vs) GFP$ATG5KR.! VLDLR! B! Very! lowBdensity! lipoprotein! receptor,! which!







GFP) vs)GFP$ATG5KR.! Finally,! SLC16A3! and! SLC16A1! B!monocarboxylate! transporter! 4!
and!monocarboxylate!transporter!1,!were!identified!as!enriched!on!the!cell!surface!of!
GFP! expressing! cells! compared! to! GFPBATG5KR! expressing! cells.! The! enrichment! of!
monocarboxylate!transporters!on!the!cell! surface!of!cells! that! lack!ATG5! is! intriguing!
and! requires! further! investigation.! This! type! of! analysis! has! identified! a! number! of!







however,! to!determine!whether! cell! surface!protein! abundance!distributions! altered!
within!pairwise! cell! line! comparison! groups! (i.e.!GFPBATG5WT!vs.!GFP;!GFPBATG5WT!
vs.!GFPBATG5KR!etc.)! following!acute!autophagy!stimulus,!the!cell!surface!proteomes!









GFPBATG5WT! vs!GFPBATG5KR! increased! relative! to! the! basal! state! in! cells! shifted! to!
starvation! conditions.! LAMP1! is! an! abundant! lysosomal!membrane! protein,!which! is!
heavily! glycosylated! creating! a! sugar! coat! on! the! inner! side! of! the! lysosomal!
membrane!protecting! it! from!the!hydrolytic!enzymes!and!degradation! (Jensen!et!al.,!
2013;!Eskelinen!et!al.,!2006).!LAMP1! is!expressed!mainly! in! the!endosomeBlysosomal!
membrane!but!has!also!been!found! in!the!plasma!membrane!(1B2%!of!total!LampB1)!
(Jensen! et! al.,! 2013;! ParkinsonBLawrence! et! al.,! 2005;! Saftig! et! al.,! 2008).! The! LAMP!
proteins! (LAMP1! and! LAMP2)! have! been! shown! to! play! an! essential! role! in!
autophagosomeBlysosome!fusion! (Huynh!et!al.,!2007).! It!was! therefore! interesting! to!
see! differences! in! surface! LAMP1! levels! in! GFPBATG5WT! expressing! cells! relative! to!
GFP!control,!when!cells!are!shifted!from!fed!conditions!to!starved.!This!suggests!that!
LAMP1!has!either!been!more!actively!internalised!in!GFPBATG5WT!cells!relative!to!GFP,!
or! that! it!has!accumulated!on! the!surface! in!GFP!cells!during! the!starvation!process.!
Further! experiments! are! required! to! validate! this! result,! to! determine! how! this! is!







Chapter! 3,! led! to! the! formulation!of! the!hypothesis! that! the!ATG12BATG5! conjugate!
may! have! a! role! in! regulating! protein! trafficking! and! specifically! clathrinBmediated!
trafficking.! To! explore! this,! biotinylation! based! cell! surface! proteomics! using! triple!
SILAC! labelling! was! carried! out! to! capture! the! cell! surface! proteomes! of! ATG5! null!
MEFs! reconstituted! with! GFP,! GFPBATG5WT! or! GFPBATG5KR.! The! cell! surface!
proteomes! of! these! cell! lines! showed! significant! differences.! This! suggests! that! the!
autophagy! machinery—and! in! particular,! the! ATG12BATG5! conjugation! machinery—
may!have!a!role!in!regulating!the!trafficking!of!specific!cell!surface!proteins.!Given!the!






































































doubling! events! a! biotinylationBstreptavidin! based! assay! was! carried! out.! The! lysates! were!
then! resolved! by! SDSBPAGE,! followed! by! liquid! chromatographyBtandem!mass! spectrometry!
(LCBMS/MS)! detection! using! the! Orbitrap! Fusion! mass! spectrometer.! The! results! were! first!
analysed! using! a! Sequest! search! against! the! Uniprot! mouse! database! and! then! filtered;!
proteins!with!<5%!FDR!and!a!variance!value!greater!than!100%!were!discarded.!The!data!was!
normalised!and!peptides!that!that!were!common!within!3!of!the!starved!data!sets!and!were!
also! present! in! at! least! 3! of! the! 4! fed! samples,! were! identified.! The! mean! value! of! these!
proteins! was! determined! so! there! was! a! mean! value! for! protein! present! in! the! starved!
condition!and!the! fed!condition.!A!Ratio!of! the!means! for! the!starved!and!fed!data!sets!was!
then! calculated,! which! was! converted! to! a! Log10! value.! Statistical! significance! differences!
between! the! fed! and! starved! data! sets! was! determined! using! a! TBtest,! the! pBvalue! was!
converted!to!negative!Log10.!A!volcano!plot,!which!is!a!type!of!scatter!plot!was!used!to!display!
the! data:! Volcano! plots! of! GFPBATG5WT! vs! GFP! (top! volcano! plot),! GFPBATG5WT! vs! GFPB
ATG5KR!(middle!volcano!plot)!and!GFPBATG5KR!vs!GFP!(bottom!volcano!plot).!The!Log10!mean!























some! role! in! the! regulating! specific! cell! surface! protein! internalisation! and/or!
trafficking,! which! may! be! linked! to! the! interaction! of! ATG12BATG5! with! key!
components!of!the!clathrinBmediated!trafficking!machinery.!!
!
GeneOntology! analysis! and! the! presentation! of! the! data! in! volcano! plots! clearly!
depicted! the! differences! in! cell! surface! enrichments! of! proteins! involved! in! discrete!
cellular! functions,! such! as! vesicleBmediated! trafficking! and! organic! substance!
transport,!shown!above.!The!distribution!of!cell!surface!proteins!across!the!three!cell!
lines!showed!no!obvious!pattern!but!instead!there!were!specific!proteins!that!showed!
cell! surface!enrichment! for!one!cell! line!vs! the!other.!Therefore,! it! is!not!possible! to!
say,! for! example,! that! autophagy! is! required! to! regulate! the! trafficking! of! proteins!
involved! in! vesicleBmediated! trafficking! at! the! cell! surface.! Furthermore,! it! is! not!
possible! to! say! if! the! differences! in! cell! surface! protein! abundances! are! due! to!
retention! intracellularly,! increased! internalization! rates,! or! enhanced! lysosomal!
degradation! rates,! and! therefore! this! will! need! to! be! investigated.! Interestingly,!
lysosomal! degradation! rates! have! been! shown! to! be! accelerated! in! ATG5! null!MEFs!
when! compared! to! ATG5! wildtype!MEFs! (Murrow! et! al.,! 2015).! This! therefore!may!
explain!in!part!why!certain!proteins!are!reduced!on!the!cell!surface!of!GFP!expressing!
cells! when! compared! to! either! GFPBATG5WT! or! GFPBATG5KR! expressing! cells,! as!
perhaps!these!proteins!are!turned!over!at!a!higher!rate.!However,!a!recent!study!has!
shown! that! MHC! class! I! internalisation! is! abrogated! in! ATG5! null! MEFs,! leading! to!
enhanced! immune! response! in! autophagy! deficient! dendritic! cells,! implying! that!
intracellular! retention! and/or! the! rate! of! internalisation! is! accelerated! in! autophagy!
competent! cells! (Loi! et! al.,! 2016).! Therefore! further! experiments! need! to! be! carried!




revealed! that! GLUT1! cell! surface! levels! are! higher! in! autophagy! competent! cells!
compared!to!autophagy!deficient!cells,!which!instead!caused!the!misBsorting!of!GLUT1!








been! shown! in!a! recently!proteomics! investigation! to! require! retromer! (Steinberg!et!
al.,!2013).!Indeed,!there!is!emerging!evidence!to!suggest!that!components!involved!in!
retromer! trafficking!and!autophagy!are! interconnected,! such!as! the!RabGAP!TBC1D5!
(Seaman! et! al.,! 2009;! Popovic! and! Dikic,! 2014).! During! glucose! starvation! TBC1D5!
interacts! with! the! autophagosome! instead! of! retromer,! thereby! inhibiting! retromer!
function!(Popovic!et!al.,!2012).!Therefore,!during!periods!of!starvation,!autophagy!may!
be! the!main! trafficking! route! to! allow! the! cell! to! rapidly! respond! to! stress.! Indeed,!
many! proteins! did! appear! to! show! significant! cell! surface! abundances! following!
starvationBinduced! autophagy! compared! to! fed! state.! The! finding! that! LAMP1! was!
decreased!on!the!cell!surface!of!GFPBATG5WT!cells!compared!to!GFP!when!cells!were!
shifted! from! fed! to! starved! states,! is! of! particular! interest,! however! the! molecular!












































The! most! extensively! characterised! inducer! of! autophagy! is! amino! acid! starvation,!
which! leads! to! the! activation! of! autophagy! following! the! repression! of! mTORC1!
(Mortimore!and!Schworer,!1977;!Schworer!and!Mortimore,!1979;!Ma!and!Blenis,!2009;!
Taylor! 2014).! mTORC1! is! an! evolutionary! conserved! Ser/Thr! kinase! that! integrates!
signals! regarding! amino! acid! and! growth! factor! levels! to! coordinate! an! appropriate!
cellular! response! (Wullschleger! et! al.,! 2006;! Huang! and!Manning,! 2008).!mTORC1! is!
activated! on! the! lysosomal! surface! by! essential! amino! acids,! (tryptophan,! arginine,!
phenylalanine!and!leucine)!through!the!actions!of!the!RAG!GTPases!and!the!regulator!
complex,! which! monitor! amino! acid! availability! in! the! lysosomal! lumen! (Dibble! &!
Manning,!2013;!Kim!et!al.,!2008;!Jewell!et!al.,!2013;!Blommaart!et!al.,!1995;!Hara!et!al.,!
1998;!Wang!et!al.,!1998).!During!amino!acid!starvation,!the!general!amino!acid!control!








activity! at! the! lysosome! and! was! in! fact! shown! to! be! a! part! of! the! Regulator]RAG!
GTPases!machinery,!which!is!required!for!amino!acid!sensing!(Rebsamen!et!al.,!2015).!
At! the! plasma! membrane! the! sodium]dependent! neutral! amino! acid! transporter,!
SLC1A5,!has!been!shown!to!import!glutamine,!which!is!then!effluxed!out!of!the!cell!by!
the! heterodimeric! bidirectional! amino! acid! transporter,! SLC7A5/SLC3A2,! more!
commonly! known! as! LAT1]4F2hc! (terminology! that!will! be! used! herein),! in! order! to!
influx! leucine! (Chen!et! al.,! 2014;! Yanagida! et! al.,! 2001;!Meier! et! al.,! 2002).! Recently!
LAPTM4B!has!been!shown!to!recruit!LAT1/4F2hc!to!the!lysosome!and!promote!leucine!







As! well! as! leucine,! arginine! has! also! been! shown! to! reactivate! mTORC1! following!
periods!of!amino!acid!starvation! (Lynch,!2001;!Chen!et!al.,!2014).!Arginine! is!a!semi]
essential! amino! acid! and! therefore! needs! to! be! supplemented! (Broer! et! al.,! 2000).!
Within! the! cell,! arginine! is! broken! down! to! produce! nitric! oxide! and! urea,! both! of!
which! are! vital! for! many! cellular! functions! (Wu! and! Morris,! 1998).! Within! the! cell!
arginine! also! plays! a! crucial! role! in! determining! the! activity! of!mTORC1! (Hara! et! al.,!
1998;! Ban! et! al.,! 2004;! Efeyan! et! al.,! 2012;! Dibble! and! Manning,! 2013).! Arginine!
transporters! have! been! identified! and! include,! y+LAT1/4F2hc,! y+LAT2/4F2hc,! and!
LAT1/4F2hc,!(Broer!et!al.,!2000).!More!recently,!the!lysosomal!amino!acid!transporter,!




machinery! controlling! trafficking! and/or! retention! of! plasma! membrane! amino! acid!
transporters,!and!how!this!is!regulated,!remains!unclear.!!
!
It! is! however! clear! that! a! complex! intercalated! network! must! exist! between! the!
machinery! sensing! amino! acid! levels,! amino! acid! transporters! and! the! autophagy!
pathway.!The!interplay!between!parts!of!this!network!has!already!been!shown;!ATF4!
has! been! shown! to! regulate! the! expression! of! ATG! genes,! and! furthermore,! the!
overexpression!of!LAT1!has!been!shown!to!suppress!autophagy!(Rouschop!et!al.,!2010;!
Rzymski! et! al.,! 2010;! B’chir! et! al.,! 2013;! Chen! et! al.,! 2014).!However,!much! remains!
unclear!about!how!amino!acid!levels!are!communicated!to!the!autophagy!system!and!
how! autophagy! influences! the! amino! acid! sensing! machinery! and! amino! acid!
transporters.!Here,! the!role!of!autophagy! in!regulating! intracellular!amino!acid! levels!
via!influencing!the!trafficking!of!amino!acid!transporter,!and!the!specific!requirement!
for! the! ATG12]ATG5! complex! was! investigated! using! biochemical! techniques.!
Specifically,! the! trafficking!of! LAT1/4F2hc!was! investigated!as! LAT1!has!already!been!











In! order! to! establish!whether! an! active! autophagy!pathway! and/or! the!ATG12]ATG5!




To! this! end,! the! amount! of! internalised! transferrin! was! measured! using! flow!
cytometry.! Cells!were! incubated! on! ice! for! 30!mins! in!medium! containing! 50! μg/ml!
transferrin]Alexa! Fluor! 647.! The! cells! were! then! returned! to! 37°C! for! different! time!
points.! The! amount! of! internalised! transferrin! was! then! measured! as! a! function! of!
increased!fluorescence!signal.!!
!
The! data! shows! that! the! amount! of! internalised! transferrin! receptor! did! not! differ!
significantly!across!the!three!stable!cell!lines!(Figure!6.1).!This!argues!that!the!presence!
or! absence! of! ATG5! (whether! in!wildtype! or! non]conjugatable!mutant! form)! has! no!




min),! compared! to!GFP]ATG5WT!expressing! cells.!However,! after!40!mins!of!uptake,!
highest! levels! were! seen! for! GFP]ATG5WT! expressing! cells,! although! there! were! no!
significant! differences! between! to! cell! lines.! This! experiment! was! performed! under!










with! 50! μg/ml! transferrin! receptor]Alexa! Fluor! 647! for! 30! mins! on! ice! before! they! were!

































































6.2.2! Autophagy! and/or! ATG123ATG5! or! unconjugated! ATG5! may!
influence!cell!surface!levels!of!LAT1!!
As! autophagy/ATG12]ATG5! did! not! seem! to! affect! global! trafficking! from! the! cell!
surface,! next! the! role! of! autophagy! and/or! ATG12]ATG5! or! unconjugated! ATG5,! in!
regulating! the! cell! surface! levels! of! LAT1!was! investigated.! To! this! end,! a! starvation!
time]course! flow! cytometry! assay! was! devised! (with! or! without! periods! of! nutrient!
replenishment),!was!used!to!measure!the!amount!of!LAT1!present!on!the!cell!surface!
in! the! reconstituted! ATG5! null! MEFs! expressing! GFP,! GFP]ATG5WT! or! GFP]ATG5KR.!
The! flow! cytometry! analysis! revealed! that! under! basal! conditions,! LAT1! cell! surface!
levels!were!on!average!slightly!higher!in!ATG5!null!MEFs!expressing!GFP!compared!to!
GFP]ATG5WT!or!GFP]ATG5KR!expressing!MEFS! (Figure!6.2A).!Under!basal!conditions,!
LAT1! cell! surface! levels! were! lowest! in! ATG5! null! MEFs! expressing! GFP]ATG5WT.!
However,!following!4!hours!of!starvation,!the!cell!surface!levels!of!LAT1!decreased!in!
the!GFP!expressing!cells,!whilst!they!increased!in!both!GFP]ATG5WT!and!GFP]ATG5KR!
expressing!MEFS! (Figure! 6.2A).! There!was! a! steady! increase! in! cell! surface! levels! of!
LAT1!over!12!hours!of!starvation!in!GFP]ATG5WT!expressing!cells.!Intriguingly!this!was!
not! seen! for! GFP]ATG5KR! expressing! cells.! LAT1! cell! surface! levels! in! these! cells!
showed!a!gradual!decrease!following!4!hours!of!starvation,!and!remained!low!up!to!12!
hours! of! starvation! (Figure! 6.2A).! Moreover,! GFP! only! expressing! cells! showed! a!
dramatic!decrease! in!LAT1!cells!surface! levels!following!4!hours!and!up!to!8!hours!of!
starvation.!However,! cell! surface! LAT1! levels! recovered! after! 12! hours! of! starvation,!




the! replenishment! of! nutrients! following! starvation!with! respect! to! surface! levels! of!
LAT1,!starvation/re]feed!experiments!were!carried!out.!As!before,!GFP,!GFP]!ATG5WT!
and!GFP]ATG5KR!expressing!MEFs!were!starved!for!4!or!8!hours,!and!then!re]fed!for!a!
further! 4! hours,! after! which! cell! surface! levels! of! LAT1! were! measured! by! flow!







(Figure! 6.2B).! A! slight! increase! was! seen! for! GFP]ATG5KR! expressing! cells! and! no!





however,!when!the!starvation!period!was!extended! further! to!8!hours,! the!apparent!
kinetic! difference! between! ATG5! expressing! cells! and! the! GFP]only! control! was! lost!
(Fig.!6.2B).!One!interpretation!of!this!data! is!that! in!cells!expressing!the!ATG5]ATG12!
conjugate,!LAT1!is!internalised!during!early!starvation,!but!instead!accumulates!at!the!
cell! surface! in! autophagy! deficient! cells! during! starvation.! When! starved! cells! are!
refed,!the!presence!of!ATG5!(in!either!unconjugated!or!conjugated!forms)!blocks!the!
observed!increase!in!surface!LAT1!seen!in!the!ATG5!null!(GFP]only)!cells,!but!this!effect!
is! lost! in! cells! subjected! to! prolonged! periods! of! starvation! (8! hours).! The! data!
presented! suggested! that! ATG5! in! either! its! wildtype! (autophagy! ‘on’)! or! its! non]
conjugatable!mutant! (autophagy! ‘off’)! forms!may!be!able! to! influence! the! trafficking!
and/or! retention!of! LAT1!at! the! cell! surface! following! starvation.!However,! from! the!
experiments! presented! above,! it! is! not! possible! to! distinguish! whether! these!

























































Cell! surface! levels!of! LAT1! in!ATG5!null!MEFs!expressing!GFP,!GFP]ATG5WT,!or!GFP]ATG5KR!
were!measured!using!flow!cytometry!following!a!starvation!time]course.!(A)!Cell!surface!levels!




GFP]ATG5WT,!GFP]ATG5KR!were!measured! and! normalised! to! basal! conditions! ]!%! increase!









































































































6.2.3! Trafficking! to! the! lysosome! is! accelerated! in! ATG5! null! MEFs!
expressing!GFP!and!GFP3ATG5KR!under!basal!conditions!
The! data! so! far! indicated! that! there!were! some! differences! in! cell! surface! levels! of!
LAT1! in! the! reconstituted! ATG5! null!MEF! cell! lines.! The! findings! suggested! that! flux!
through!the!endo/lysosomal!system!might!be!influenced!by!the!presence!of!ATG5,!but!
that!autophagy!might!not!need!to!be!‘on’!to!alter!the!cell!surface!localisation!of!LAT1.!
To! determine! whether! altered! LAT1! trafficking! kinetics! reflected! differences! in!
general/global!trafficking!flux!through!the!endocytic!pathway—or!whether!it!might!be!
selective! for! certain! classes! of! plasma! membrane! proteins! (e.g.! amino! acid!
transporters),! the!pHrodo!probe!was!used! (ThermoFisher!Scientific).! This! fluorescent!
probe! is!pH!sensitive!and!so!becomes! increasingly!fluorescent! in!acid!conditions!as! it!
traffics! through! the!endosomal!pathway.!However,! it!eventually! loses! its! florescence!
when! the!pH!drops!<5.!pHrodo!has!been!used! to!analyse!process! such!as!apoptosis,!
phagocytic! ingestion,! and! lysosomal! sequestration! (ThermoFisher! Scientific).! pHrodo!
was!used!to!evaluate!trafficking!flux!through!the!endocytic!pathway!in!ATG5!null!MEFs!
reconstituted! with! GFP,! GFP]ATG5WT! or! GFP]ATG5KR.! To! this! end,! cells! were!
incubated!with!pHrodo!for!30!mins!at!37°C!and!live!cell!confocal!imaging!was!carried!
out.! The! mean! fluorescent! intensity! (MFI)! was! determined! over! time! in! both! basal!
conditions!and!following!starvation]induced!autophagy!(Figure!6.3).!In!basal!conditions!








ATG5! null!MEFs! reconstituted!with! GFP,! GFP]ATG5WT! or! GFP]ATG5KR!were! incubated!with!
pHrodo!for!the!indicated!times!under!basal!conditions!(A)!or!following!an!hour!of!starvation!in!
hanks! buffer! and! then! throughout! the! indicated! times! (B).! The! cells! were! imaged! live! on! a!
confocal!microscope!and!the!MFI!over!time!was!determined.!Mean!±!SEM;!n!=!4!independent!











ATG5KR! expressing!MEFs! in! which!MFI! was! 0.5! after! 45!mins.! Interestingly,! and! by!
contrast,!pHrodo!MFI! remained!constant! throughout! the! imaging! time]course! in!null!







but! not! significantly! different! to! GFP]ATG5WT! expressing! cells.! Surprisingly! cells!
expressing! GFP]ATG5KR! showed! a!more! gradual! decrease! in!MFI! over! time.! In! fact,!
there! was! initially! a! slight! increase! in! MFI.! This! is! markedly! different! to! the! cells!
response!under!basal!conditions.!The!data!presented!here!suggests!that!ATG12]ATG5!
and/or! autophagy!may! have! some! role! in! general! trafficking! through! the! endocytic!
pathway!towards!the!lysosome,!which!is!more!evident!under!basal!conditions!as!cells!
lacking! ATG5WT! shows! accelerated! lysosomal! degradation.! It! may! be! possible! that!






at! the! cell! surface,! thereby! influencing! intracellular! levels! of! arginine! and! in! turn!
regulating!the!autophagy!pathway!itself,! intracellular!arginine!levels!were!assessed!in!
ATG5!null!and!wildtype!(matched!control)!cells!during!basal!conditions!and!following!
starvation]induced! autophagy.! ! To! this! end,! an! arginine! Förster! resonance! energy!
transfer! (FRET)! nanosensor! was! used.! The! FRET! biosensor! was! kindly! provided! by!













































































Intracellular! arginine! levels! were! determined! using! an! arginine! FRET! nanosensor! (Liviu!
Vanoaica!et!al!2016).!ATG5!null!and!ATG5!wildtype!MEFs!were!transfected!with!the!arginine!
FRET! nanosensor! using! lipofectamine! 2000.! After! 24! hours,! the! cells! were! starved! in! hanks!
buffer!for!the! indicated!times.!0!hours!represents!basal!conditions!]!cells!were!maintained!in!
growth!DMEM.!Following!each!time!point!cells!were!fixed!with!PFA!and!imaged!using!a!STED!

























































Vanoaica.,! et! al! 2016).! Upon! arginine! binding,! there! is! a! conformational! shift! in! the!!





and! at! each! time]point! intracellular! arginine! levels! were! determined;! this! was!
according!to!the!nanosensor!FRET!ratio! (Figure!6.4).! Intracellular!arginine! levels!were!
consistently!higher!in!ATG5!wildtype!cells!compared!to!ATG5!null!MEFs!throughout!the!
starvation! time]course.! Interestingly,! after! 8! hours! of! starvation! there!was! a!marked!
increase! in! intracellular!arginine!concentrations! in!both!ATG5!wildtype!and!ATG5!null!
MEFs,! however! there!was! significantly!more! in!wildtype! cells! compared! to!GFP! cells!
(Figure!6.4).!Following!12!hours!of!starvation,!intracellular!levels!of!arginine!declined!in!
both!cell!lines.!Interestingly,!the!amount!of!intracellular!arginine!quite!closely!mirrored!









investigated.! Further,! whether! autophagy! status! and! the! ATG12]ATG5! conjugate!
influences! intracellular! arginine! levels! was! explored.! Throughout! this! chapter,! the!
results!from!the!experiments!have!been!attributed!to!autophagy!and/or!ATG12]ATG5!
or! unconjugated! form! of! ATG5;! however,! because! the! formation! of! the!
autophagosome!involves!many!proteins!and!complexes,!such!as!ATG12]ATG5]ATG16L1!
and!ATG12]ATG3! it! is! not! possible! to! exclude! the! potential! influence! of! ATG16L1!or!
ATG3.! Therefore! further! experiments! will! be! needed! to! dissect! the! roles! of! various!




lysosomal! system.! Here,! cells! lines! with!mutated! forms! of! ATG5! or! ATG12! that! are!
unable! to! bind!ATG16L1!or!ATG3! respectively! could! be! generated.! In! this! respect,! it!
would!be!worth!considering!whether!altering!the!levels!of!the!ATG12]ATG5!complex!in!
experimental!cell!lines!influences!steady!state!amounts!of!the!ATG12]ATG3!product;!a!
conjugate! that! has! been! previously! described! to! influence! autophagic! flux! and!
endosomal! trafficking! via! interaction! with! the! endosomal! protein,! Alix! (PDCD6IP)!
(Murrow! et! al.,! 2015).! However,! because! the! ATG3! null! cells! expressing! GFP,! GFP]
ATG5WT!or!GFP]ATG5WT!showed!no!differences!in!LAT1!trafficking!at!the!cell!surface!
it! seems! reasonable! to! rule!out! the!possibility! that!ATG12]ATG3!have!a! role! in! LAT1!
trafficking.!!
!
6.3.1!The! role!of!ATG5! in! the! regulation!of! LAT1!cell! surface! trafficking!
and!the!regulation!of!intracellular!arginine!levels!
The! role! of! autophagy! and/or! ATG5! in! regulating! LAT1! trafficking! was! investigated.!
LAT1! cell! surface! levels! indeed!differed! to! an!extent! in! the! three!different! cell! lines.!
Cells!expressing!GFP!showed!higher!cell!surface!levels!of!LAT1!in!basal!conditions.!This!
suggests! that! cells! lacking! ATG5! less! efficiently! internalise! LAT1! or! have! accelerated!
intracellular!trafficking!to!the!cell!surface.!The!trafficking!route!taken!by!LAT1!has!not!
yet! been! elucidated;! therefore,! it! is! unclear! whether! sorting! complexes! such! as!
retromer,! SNX]BAR! proteins,! or! retriever! play! any! role! (Steinberg! et! al.,! 2015;!
Simonetti!et!al.,!2017;!McNally!et!al.,!2017).!It!is!possible!that!ATG5!itself!has!a!role!in!
regulating!trafficking!of!surface!proteins!including!LAT1.!There!is!emerging!evidence!to!
support! the! notion! that! ATG5! has! a! broader! non]canonical! (non]autophagy! related)!
role!in!the!cell!(Erbil!et!al.,!2016;!Subramani!and!Malhotra,!2013).!Perhaps!significantly,!
cell!surface!levels!of!LAT1!were!very!similar!in!ATG5!null!MEFs!expressing!GFP]ATG5WT!
or! GFP]ATG5KR.! Both! cell! lines! showed! a! gradual! increase! in! surface! levels! of! LAT1!
throughout! a! starvation! time]course.! If! ATG5! can! indeed! influence! LAT1!
trafficking/internalisation,! this!would!argue!ATG5!does!not!need!to!be!conjugated!to!











To! separate! the! role! of! ATG5! in! autophagy! and! a! putative! non]canonical! role! in!
trafficking,!ATG3!null!MEFs!reconstituted!with!GFP,!GFP]ATG5WT!or!GFP]ATG5KR!were!
used!as!a!model!system.!The!reconstituted!ATG3!null!MEFs!have!endogenous!levels!of!
ATG5! and! therefore! either! overexpress! the! wildtype! or! mutant! forms! of! ATG5.!
Surprisingly,! LAT1! cell! surface! levels!were!almost! identical! in! all! three! cell! lines.! This!
suggests! that! an! active! autophagy! response! does! not! in! itself! influence! LAT1! cell!













genetic! deletions!model! systems,! such! as! ATG5! null!MEFs,!may! in! fact! be! revealing!
non]canonical! roles! for!various!ATG!proteins!alongside! their! roles!of!autophagy.!This!












A! putative! role! of! ATG5! in! the! regulation! of! endosomal! trafficking! dynamics! has!
previously!been!reported,!with!studies!showing!that!trafficking!via!the!endolysosomal!
pathway! is! accelerated! in! ATG5! null! MEFs! (Morrow! et! al.,! 2015).! To! explore! this!
further,! the! trafficking!of!pHrodo!was! investigated.!This!experiment!was!also! carried!
out!to!shed!light!on!whether!reduced!cell!surface!levels!of!LAT1!following!starvation]
induced! autophagy! in! GFP! expressing! ATG5! null! MEFs! was! due! to! defects! in!
endocytosis! or! trafficking! pathways! to! the! cell! surface.! In! basal! conditions,! the!
trafficking! of! pHrodo! was! accelerated! in! cells! expressing! the! GFP]ATG5KR,! whereas!
trafficking!was! significantly! slower! in!GFP]ATG5WT!expressing! cells.! The!dynamics!of!
GFP! expressing! cells! was! intermediate! compared! to! these! two! cell! lines.! During!
starvation]induced!autophagy,!trafficking!was!accelerated! in!GFP]ATG5WT!expressing!
cells! compared! to! GFP]ATG5KR! expressing! cells,! which! showed! the! slowest! rate! of!
quenching.! Surprisingly! GFP! expressing! cells! showed! the! fastest! rate! of! pHrodo!
quenching/degradation.!This! finding! is!quite!puzzling!as! it!suggests! that!ATG5KR!may!
alter! endosomal! trafficking! kinetics! dependent! on! the! autophagy]inducing! stimulus.!
Moreover,! the! reason! for!accelerated!quenching/degradation! in!GFP!expressing! cells!
following! starvation]induced! autophagy! is! also! difficult! to! interpret.! These! cells! are!
autophagy! incompetent! and! do! not! contain! ATG5! or! ATG12]ATG5,! yet! trafficking!
through!the!endocytic!pathway!is!accelerated!following!starvation]induced!autophagy.!











Autophagy! plays! an! essential! role! in!maintaining! cellular! health! and!homeostasis.! In!




ATG5! conjugate! and! the! clathrin! mediated! trafficking! machinery.! Moreover,! our!
investigations!highlighted! the!essential! role!ATG12AATG5!have!as! a!binding!potential!
platform,! as! many! proteins! were! lost! in! the! ATG5KR! proteome! in! comparison! the!
ATG5WT!proteome.!We!began!our!investigations!by!looking!at!the!roles!PIK3C2A!and!
HIP1R!play!in!autophagosome!formation.!To!our!surprise,!PIK3C2A!and!HIP1R!seemed!





investigate! a! nonAcanonical! role! of! ATG5! in! the! trafficking! of! discrete! groups! of!
proteins! at! the! cell! surface.! Moreover,! the! overwhelming! enrichment! of! proteins!
implicated! in! clathrinAmediated! trafficking! in! the! ATG12AATG5! proteome! led! us! to!
further! explore! the! connectivity! of! these! two! pathways.! To! this! end,! cell! surface!
biotinylation! assay! following! by! SILAC! based! proteomic! analysis! was! carried! out.!
Comparing! the! cell! surface!proteomes!between!GFP,!GFPAATG5WT!and!GFPAATG5KR!
expressing! cells,! revealed! that! the! cell! surface! enrichment! of! discrete! groups! of!
proteins! differed! between! the! different! cell! lines.! In! support! of! the! interactome!
proteomics,! proteins! implicated! in! vesicleAmediated! trafficking! showed! different! cell!
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Figure!1!GeneOntology!analysis!of!the!cell!surface!proteomes!of!GFP,!GFPKATG5WT!and!GFPK
ATG5KR!expressing!ATG5!null!MEFs!under!fed!conditions.! 
The!cell!surface!proteome!of!GFP,!GFP4ATG5WT!and!GFP4ATG5KR!expressing!ATG5!null!MEFs!
was!captured.!To!this!end!SILAC!based!proteomics!was!carried!out!(GFP4only!cells!4!Arg0/Lys0;!
R0K0,!GFP4ATG5KR!4!Arg6/Lys4;!R6K4,!and!GFP4ATG5WT!4!Arg10/Lys8;!R10K8.!Following!eight!
doubling!events!a!biotinylation4streptavidin!based!assay!was!carried!out.!The!lysates!were!
then!resolved!by!SDS4PAGE,!followed!by!liquid!chromatography4tandem!mass!spectrometry!
(LC4MS/MS)!detection!using!the!Orbitrap!Fusion!mass!spectrometer.!The!results!were!first!
analysed!using!a!Sequest!search!against!the!Uniprot!mouse!database!and!then!filtered;!
proteins!with!<5%!FDR!and!a!variance!value!greater!than!100%!were!discarded.!The!data!was!
normalised!and!peptides!that!appeared!in!at!least!3!of!the!4!data!sets!for!each!comparison!
were!identified!and!the!mean!value!determined,!followed!by!its!Log2!Value!and!finally!its!
Log10!value.!Statistical!significance!was!determined!using!a!T4test,!using!zero!values!as!
reference!points.!A!volcano!plot,!which!is!a!type!of!scatter!plot!was!used!to!display!the!data:!
Volcano!plots!of!GFP4ATG5WT!vs!GFP!(top!volcano!plot),!GFP4ATG5WT!vs!GFP4ATG5KR!(middle!
volcano!plot)!and!GFP4ATG5KR!vs!GFP!(bottom!volcano!plot).!Log10!mean!value!(X!axis),!was!
plotted!against!the!negative!log10!p!value!(Y!axis).!Proteins!present!within!the!red!boxes!
represent!those!that!have!a!p!value!of!<0.05!and!a!fold!value!of!either!>!(left!red!box)!or!<!
(right!red!box)!1.2.!The!GeneOntology!consortium!was!used!to!identify!proteins!involved!in!(A)!
‘inorganic!ion!transmembrane!transport’!(GO:0098660);!(B)!‘Regulation!of!cell!shape’!
(GO:0008360);!(C)!‘Regulation!of!cell!size’!(GO:0008361)!proteins!are!shown!in!orange.!The!
accession!ID!of!proteins!within!these!groups!was!found!using!the!GeneOntology!online!
database.!These!accession!IDs!were!matched!to!the!accession!ID!of!the!proteins!present!in!the!
proteomics!data!and!the!corresponding!proteins!were!highlighted!on!the!volcano!plots.!!
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